
ID Location Your Comment District

39 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 pedestrian facilites severly lacking BRADDOCK

178 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 A gap in the sidewalk on the East side of Guinea Road between Little River Turnpike and Elizabeth Lane prohibits residents of this road to safely access schools, parks, recreation centers, and businesses by foot.BRADDOCK

179 4146 Elizabeth Ln, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Truro Community Center Pool BRADDOCK

181 Rolling Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 There is no good way to walk, bike, or roll from the multimodal paths along Burke road and Rolling to the driveway into the Lake Accotink trail without waiting at three stoplights at Southampton.BRADDOCK

185 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 No sidewalk for pedestrians on this narrow driveway. BRADDOCK

186 8960-8970 Burke Lake Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151No marked crosswalk across this driveway. BRADDOCK

187 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 No pedestrian walkway from her to Rolling Road BRADDOCK

216 5710-5714 Backlick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 Add sidewalks/trails to the bridge on Backlick Rd that crosses 495. BRADDOCK

220 7522 Jervis St, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 Add a sidewalk/shared use path along Braddock Rd between 495 and Ferndale. BRADDOCK

221 Braddock Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 The sidewalk here from Ferndale to Backlick is very uncomfortable.  It is narrow and there is no buffer from the speeding traffic on Braddock. BRADDOCK

222 Wakefield Chapel Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Improve the path here from Wakefield Chapel Rd to Howrey Field.  It is in bad shape and part is natural surface which is always muddy.  Extent the path across Glen Park to allow connections to the CCT and Wakefield Park.  I know there are plans to improve Ped/Bike access along this section of Braddock, but since it doesn't involve a road widening, it will probably never happen.BRADDOCK

226 7805 Bristow Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 It is very difficult and scary using the sidewalk along the north side of Braddock across 495.   It is difficult to cross the on/off ramps.  The cars are going fast and never stop for anyone in the cross walk so it can take awhile for a break in traffic...and then you have to be fast to get across in time.BRADDOCK

241 10371-10399 Premier Ct, Burke, Virginia, 22015 More bus options from Stringfellow BRADDOCK

264 Capital Beltway, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 The short section between the footbridge over 495 and the end of the drive to the Audrey Moore parking should be paved.  Currently it is deep gravel which road bikes, wheel chairs etc. cannot ride. This would be a good access point to cross 495 and connect parts of Annandale to the CCT and other neighborhoods.BRADDOCK

278 Colony View Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 There is no continuous sidewalk along Guinea Road connecting the Lakepointe and Hillsdale townhome communities to the Target store. I have seen people walking this route along the narrow shoulder of the road, but this is dangerous. A sidewalk would be much safer.BRADDOCK

279 9999 Whitewater Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 It would be great to have a pedestrian bridge across the railroad tracks to the pave trail in Rabbit Branch park. Many people cross the tracks at this point, but this is a dangerous practice.BRADDOCK

280 Sideburn Branch There is a fair weather crossing here that makes it difficult for people to use the trail when the water is high. It is also a barrier to people with limited mobility. BRADDOCK

289 Lake Accotink Park Lake Accotink Park is a wonderful park but the trail, especially near the damn, needs to be restored and widened. Bikers and pedestrians have a difficult time sharing the trail since it is a popular park.BRADDOCK

292 Wakefield Chapel Pool Sidewalk ends off Holborn Road in front of Wakefield Chapel Recreation Association. Bikers and walkers are forced to walk on the street until the sidewalk picks back up again on the other side of the property.BRADDOCK

294 5403-5499 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 There is no sidewalk, making it difficult to walk even one block to Monticello Park BRADDOCK

295 Guinea Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 There is no sidewalk on Guinea Road beyond Burke Road, making it near impossible to safely walk to Burke VRE and connected trails. BRADDOCK

296 5601-5601 Sandy Lewis Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 Wish there was a sidewalk on Guinea Road to connect to here and places further west on Guinea Road where the sidewalk starts. BRADDOCK

297 Howery Field Park My husband and two soon personally cod all the bury and dirt from the overpass where the trail comes out to Braddock near Howery park . It was a hazard for bicycles trying to get to the other side of the trail. It should cleaned regularly.BRADDOCK

298 8064-8098 Braddock Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151I want to be able ride today work east  down Braddock Road but there is no shoulder or sidewalk from this point to Backlick Road making it too dangerous. BRADDOCK

299 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 No sidewalk to get to this bus stop BRADDOCK

304 Lake Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Bus service between NVCC and the Dunn Loring Metro via Mosaic would be a great boon not only to NVCC students but all of the residents of the area.  It would get more of the younger (and more dangerous) drivers off the street and it would make it easier for area residents to get to and from Mosaic and Dunn Loring.BRADDOCK

305 Lake Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Bike access to NVCC is very poor.  There is real need for bike lines or trails paralleling Little River Turnpike. BRADDOCK

351 Waples Mill Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Please add bike lanes on 50 BRADDOCK

354 5801 Burke Manor Ct, Burke, Virginia, 22015 This is a common and illegal track crossing - but often time pedestrians do not want to walk the dangerous sidewalk on Burke Road to get to the stoplight and go over the bridge. Would be nice to have a safe pedestrian crossing for kids to walk/bike to LBSS.BRADDOCK

361 5334-5338 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 While this area has been improved in recent years, it's still unnecessarily difficult to get to this bus stop from the Crownleigh town home community. You have to frequently switch sides of the street and cross at a busy intersection that ONLY has a crosswalk and walk light going one way, not toward the bus stop! I took that bus every day and it did not feel safe to walk along Burke Road, especially after dark.BRADDOCK

362 9653-9699 Burke Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 This stretch of the road could really use a sidewalk, especially the part that goes up in a hilly manner. You have to walk alongside the shoulder and I almost got hit by cars several times. While there are many bus stops along this road, they are for different bus routes than the one at the corner of Burke and Guinea. It's currently really hard to walk to Burke & Guinea from Crownleigh.BRADDOCK

373 11900-11908 Grand Commons Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030I wish I could get directly to Fairfax Corner from across I-66 and Fair Oaks Mall. BRADDOCK

419 Roberts Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 There are no walkways along Roberts Road between Commonwealth Blvd and Cascade Lane. and BRADDOCK

438 Shirley Gate Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 needs repaving, removal of tree ruts, removal of vegetation on path, correction of standing water/ice patches BRADDOCK

439 11183-11195 Waples Mill Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030need bike lanes on Waples Mill BRADDOCK

440 11337-11345 Random Hills Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030Need bike lanes on Random Hills Road and reduce traffic lanes BRADDOCK

441 Government Center Pkwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Need bike lanes on Government Center Parkway and reduce traffic lanes BRADDOCK

442 Government Center Pkwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22035 need bike lanes on Government Center Parkway and reduce traffic lanes BRADDOCK

443 Monument Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Need bike lanes on Monument drive BRADDOCK

444 Roberts Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 need multiuse path along Roberts Road, also bike lane on Roberts Road BRADDOCK

450 Brentwood Farm Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Difficult to cross the ramp. Vehicles cannot see peds or bikes, especially when peds are trying to go South BRADDOCK

452 Braddock Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Need no right on red. Difficult to cross intersection on bike or walking because cars pay no attention to people trying to access the crosswalk. BRADDOCK

453 10720-10726 Zion Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 need cross walk BRADDOCK

486 Monument Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Connecting bike lanes on Random Hills, Govt Ctr, Monument, Fair Lakes Cir, with access to Fair Oaks & Fair Lakes. BRADDOCK

560 Sideburn Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 There is an asphalt trail starting north of Sideburn Court to just opposite St. Mary's church. It is in poor repair. Then it stops for about three or four houses, then there is a sidewalk. This sidewalk leads to Robinson SS. However, because of the break in the trail (which itself is a barrier to walking due to condition), this route cannot be used by children walking to Robinson from the south (i.e., Sideburn Court or Zion or farther down Sideburn Rd. itself).BRADDOCK

665 5901 Ox Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 FCPS puts a lock on this fence which is an easy way to access the trails in this neighborhood. BRADDOCK

667 5681-5699 Sandy Lewis Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 Would be great to have a multi-use bridge for VRUs that would allow for more North-South connectivity.  There are many activities that parents from the south go to this shopping area in the north, it would be wonderful to eliminate those car trips.BRADDOCK

668 9412 Raintree Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 More kids could bike to school and take this option rather than the narrow poorly maintained Burke Lake Road sidewalks, but these steps make it prohibitive for them connect to Raintree Road.BRADDOCK

669 5801 Burke Manor Ct, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Again, for kids from these town homes, to then be able to bike to LBSS is made into a much more taxing endeavor, when with a proper  overpass here, they could do it more safely and comfortably.BRADDOCK

670 5655 Mount Burnside Way, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Would recommend for FCDOT to make the 2 home owners here a very generous offer, purchase their land and then make a North-South connection to get people to the VRE.  Make it so that the parking in the Mount Burnside Way is by residential permit, but most of all, allow for an easy pedestrian or bike access.  Kids could go to LBSS by bike more comfortably, people could walk to the VRE, etc.BRADDOCK

683 Burke Centre Pkwy, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

684 Burke Centre Pkwy, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

685 Navy Federal Credit Union We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

686 Burke Centre Pkwy, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

687 22015, Burke, Virginia We need to have more North-South connectivity for VRUs, this would connect to both the Gymnastics area, trail access, VRE and to shopping, think of all the car trips eliminated. BRADDOCK

688 Wakefield Park Would be great to have a connection and bridge from here to Cross County Trail rather than the narrow often littered sidewalk on Braddock road. BRADDOCK

689 Burke Lake Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

690 9198-9210 Lake Braddock Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015This was definitely a big miss, much work was done but the trail was kept as a thick mulch, versus making it into an easy to ride multi-use trail that would help more kids bike to LBSS. BRADDOCK
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691 9126 Home Guard Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Again, noting how much of a connection this could serve the whole signal hill neighborhood in getting their kids to LBSS without driving. BRADDOCK

692 Signal Hill Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. BRADDOCK

693 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed.  People want to go to the new Monticello park with their dogs or kids.. but they can't walk there and are forced to only drive there.BRADDOCK

694 5341-5341 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 There is only car driver access to Monticello park from this very close adjacent area. BRADDOCK

695 Guinea Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22032 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed, people want to cross over to Monticello park. BRADDOCK

696 9595 Bronte Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 People who live in the neighborhoods have no access to Monticello park except by car. BRADDOCK

741 11746-11800 Random Hills Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030Trees are growing onto road on outside corner (facing 66) forcing bikes to move further into travel lanes BRADDOCK

787 Wakefield Park Paved areas are great for road bikes but then you unexpected come up on gravel paths and have to quickly stop. BRADDOCK

788 Woodland Way, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 To continue on the path you have to cross over a road. The area is often dark since it’s under trees and cars are parked along the curb and block the view. I would suggest restricting parking right at the path since pedestrians tend to appear out of no where.BRADDOCK

789 Exit 52B, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Pavement transition is very uneven, need a smoother transition between pavement sections BRADDOCK

803 Braddock Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 this section of sidewalk is the only access from Wakefield park / Queensbury to shops in Ravensworth plaza. It is always coveerd with mud and inaccessable. BRADDOCK

804 The Swiss Bakery & Pastry Shop business area that could be accessible by cyclists from Wakefield and CCT if trail link from Braddock or Queensbury was improved. BRADDOCK

806 Ravensworth Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 bike lane flakes out - making the entire route unsafe and unuseable for kids and families. Road diet made conditions worse  - cars too close to cyclists. BRADDOCK

807 Ferndale St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 place a 'no left turn" sign at this interchange for trying to enter Braddock from Ferndale. BRADDOCK

818 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Unsafe to cross Braddock Road to get to/from Wakefield Park.  Need more visible cross walks across Braddock Road for biking and walking between park and Ravensworth Shopping Center.BRADDOCK

819 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Extremely dangerous! Narrow bridge w/just a few feet wide sidewalk is only way to get from Long Branch Trail to CCT. BRADDOCK

820 Capital Beltway, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Short section between pedestrian overpass on I495 to Audrey Moore should be clearly marked and feel like a safe pathway.  Does not need to be paved, but should be defined as a path and have directional signs.BRADDOCK

821 8300-8360 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003The Long Branch Trail needs safe access way to the CCT. Right now, must cross Wakefield Chapel Road, wind through Howrey Field, go single-file with a young child on a bike along a 3-ft sidewalk next to 60MPH traffic on Braddock.  Not Safe!!BRADDOCK

827 5542 Crossrail Ct, Burke, Virginia, 22015 This is an area difficult for walking, biking and driving.  Views are obscured by hills and the sidewalk/paths are not continuous.  People who live here can't walk or bike to basic services.BRADDOCK

828 Guinea Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Unless you drive, much of this section of Guinea Road is not passable. BRADDOCK

842 Giant Food Difficult to walk/bike to from College or any neighborhoods BRADDOCK

843 4732 Groves Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 adding a ~5 fit path connecting Groves Ln to Braddock road would act as a safer shortcut for bikers and pediestrians going between Ox Rd & Braddock BRADDOCK

847 Wakefield Park Adding a place to walk will make it easier for walkers, bikers, and parents with strollers. Especially during times of traffic and in inclement weather. BRADDOCK

848 8900-8950 Braddock Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151no crosswalk from Red Fox Dr (east) across to south side of Braddock Rd. Also, too many cars making uturns here to avoid traffic light at Burke Lake Rd BRADDOCK

849 8224-8258 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003Sidewalk too close to road, which makes pedestrians uncomfortable and unsafe when attempting to access CCT from points west.  Cars regularly go 50-60 mph on this stretch of braddock, and sidewalk routinely covered with road debris.  Barrier needed or rerouting needed.BRADDOCK

1163 Lake Accotink Park This steep sloped trail has been a county embarrassment for decades.  Although recently improved with new paving, the slope is too steep and the dam's sluice floods after a rain. BRADDOCK

1209 8420 Center Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Comment from paper map BRADDOCK

1210 George Mason Statue Comment from paper map BRADDOCK

15 22066, Great Falls, Virginia The trail connecting Trotting Horse Ln to Tackroom Ln is in very poor condition. Parts of the trail are blocked on the side by overgrown vegetation and trail surface is uneven because of numerous roots.DRANESVILLE

48 Wiehle Ave, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 Crossing here is poorly lit and vehicle speeds are prohibitive to crossing. DRANESVILLE

49 1521-1543 Dranesville Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 Dranesville Road is poorly lit, and the trails are overgrown, damaged, and feel unsafe to cross driveways and other entrances. DRANESVILLE

50 260-298 Elden St, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 The crosswalk here is very wide, and the duel right turn form Elden Street creates a hazardous pedestrian crossing along Sugarland Run. DRANESVILLE

55 Wiehle Ave, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 Frequent flooding prevents pedestrian access across Sugarland Run to access Fairfax County Parkway and Sugarland Run trails on the east side of the river. DRANESVILLE

70 5910 Chesterbrook Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Sidewalk needed along Chesterbrook Rd from 41st St N to Kirby Road. FYI Arlington has sidewalks on this road. DRANESVILLE

76 1756 Kirby Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Barrier to Walking to School. A study can be done to see if the installation of a Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) can be an option here so kids in the surrounding neighborhoods have the option to walk to school and cross Kirby road safely. Some other traffic calming countermeasures may need to be considered as well if speeding issues are found.DRANESVILLE

84 7811 Lewinsville Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The sidewalk along this curve is narrow and up against a cement wall, with a telephone poll in the middle of it. This doesn't make it impossible to walk, but makes it more difficult. DRANESVILLE

85 1051 Spring Hill Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The path along Spring Hill Road ends here, before getting to the intersection with Old Dominion Road. This makes it more difficult to access the strip malls at this intersection. DRANESVILLE

87 Centreville Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 This is a barrier to anyone not in a car. As one crosses under DTR, there's a protected barrier, then a crosswalk, and then ... nothing. Not even a sidewalk or even brush cleared away. So the person has to fight their way across the traffic right at the intersection to get on the far side or walk in the road. There should be a path or sidewalk from the circled area all the way down to Arrowbrook Centre Dr.DRANESVILLE

88 1011 Northwoods Trl, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The sidewalk that runs along Bearcreek Trail stops, preventing people from walking to the intersection of Spring Hill and Old Dominion Road. DRANESVILLE

89 Spring Hill Carry Out The sidewalk/trail that runs along Old Dominion ends here, in front of Sweet Stuff. This provides no natural space for pedestrians at this corner, which makes it even more difficult at an already car-focused corner.DRANESVILLE

172 22066, Great Falls, Virginia There needs to be transit in Great Falls, VA. DRANESVILLE

192 2517-2571 Centreville Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There are sections of Centreville Road that are FOUR LANES WIDE PER SIDE here, and that is just obscene for this area. Convert one lane per side into a protected bike lane and another lane into a median with native wildflowers or native trees for shade.DRANESVILLE

229 Great Falls Park There needs to be bus service to and from Great Falls Park and around Great Falls, Va. DRANESVILLE

230 Great Falls National Park Rather than have everyone park their car in the Great Falls lot, why not have a shuttle that serves it from Wiehle Avenue metro station? DRANESVILLE

290 Spring St, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 The crossing under Fairfax County Pkway under Sunset Hills Rd is a very common path for pedestrians and bikers heading from/to Reston to Herndon's downtown and business. While there is a more circuitous route for bikes over the W&OD bridge north of Sunset Hills Rd, many people still "jaywalk" on the south side of the Sunset Hills Rd intersection, which doesn't have a sidewalk or path or crossing over the southwest onramp to 286 South. This would be a great spot for a path and safe crossingDRANESVILLE

364 1655 Kirby Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 A sidewalk would be very helpful as many kids walk to school this direction DRANESVILLE

365 1548-1570 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101Many people bike or walk to the high school here DRANESVILLE

366 1725 Whitewood Ln, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 short section along Crestview Road has no sidewalk and just a goat path DRANESVILLE

458 8777-8899 Potomac Hills St, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Beautiful park but scary to get to by bike and impossible to get to walking DRANESVILLE

459 Great Falls National Park Need safer, ped/bike access to Great Falls National Park DRANESVILLE

460 Great Falls, Virginia Need safer ped/bike ways to get to Seneca Regional Park DRANESVILLE

470 8861-8883 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Dangerous crossings to Great Falls. Double parking. No cellphone signal. DRANESVILLE

479 1640 Great Falls St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The sidewalk is spotty along Great Falls and is absent here. Walking along the street is impossible and requires pedestrians to switch sides of the street where there is sidewalk frequently.DRANESVILLE

480 7009-7059 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043There are pedestrian walkways on either side of the Idylwood Rd. bridge over 267, however there is no sidewalk on the south side of Idylwood Rd. (eastbound). Connecting this to the bridge would eliminate a dangerous crossing of Idylwood on a blind corner.DRANESVILLE

488 Great Falls Park Rather than having to park here, I would really like to see Fairfax Connector loops between some key park and ride locations (say, Wiehle metro, Vienna metro, Springfield metro). DRANESVILLE

498 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 No safe bicycle lane anywhere on route 7, and people drive very fast and reckless. Widening the sidewalks to make them bicycle accessible would be great. DRANESVILLE

502 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 All along route 7 is dangerous for bicyclists. Widening sidewalks or installing a separated bike lane would be very beneficial DRANESVILLE

503 Mt Royal Park This can be a fairly dangerous crosswalk. Adding a flashing yellow light, activated by pedestrians would make this much safer. DRANESVILLE

504 7287 Redd Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Sidewalk abruptly ends and doesn't come back for at least 1000 feet ahead. DRANESVILLE
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550 351 Woodgrove Ct, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 There should be a walking connection from the neighborhoods around Alabama Ave east of Van Buren to the Herndon metro station. DRANESVILLE

565 1753-1757 Kirby Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Elementary, middle and high schools! DRANESVILLE

566 1565 Dominion Hill Ct, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Old Dominion Drive in McLean DRANESVILLE

629 1505-1513 Hiddenbrook Dr, Herndon, Virginia, 20170Stream valley trails provide nice connectivity away from cars. Major sections of this trail are buckled due to tree root growth creating tripping hazards. DRANESVILLE

630 9100-9112 Old Dominion Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Active transportation access to Great Falls National Park is needed. Georgetown Pike should be reconstructed to eliminate this barrier. DRANESVILLE

631 9238-9248 Old Dominion Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Great Falls National Park needs better active transportation access. Georgetown Pike should be reconstructed to eliminate this barrier. DRANESVILLE

632 8701-8775 Potomac Hills St, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Riverbend Park needs better access for active transportation. River Bend Road needs to include a consistent off road trail for this access. DRANESVILLE

633 9901-9901 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Great Falls Village, shopping, library and Grange need better active transportation access via Georgetown Pike and Walker Road. DRANESVILLE

634 698-699 Bucks Ln, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066 Need connected active transportation access along Georgetown Pike DRANESVILLE

635 Springvale Rd, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066 The Turner Farm Park needs better trail access via Georgetown Pike and Springvale Road DRANESVILLE

636 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 A quality active transportation connection across the Beltway is needed here -- please include this with the 495 Next project. DRANESVILLE

637 7318-7320 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Trail needed along Georgetown Pike to access Scotts Run Park DRANESVILLE

638 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 Trail needed along Georgetown Pike to access Scotts Run Park DRANESVILLE

639 Colvin Run Rd, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066 Trail needed to access Colvin Run Mill Park DRANESVILLE

640 Capital Beltway, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Active transportation connectivity is needed between Virginia and Maryland. 495 Next project needs to include this link. DRANESVILLE

641 Crestview Dr, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 Trail bridge over Crestview Drive would improve safety and operations of all modes of transportation here. DRANESVILLE

647 6301-6315 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101Consistent trails needed along Georgetown Pike's length to improve access to parkland. DRANESVILLE

650 Great Falls, Virginia Better trails needed in Great Falls to access Seneca Regional Park DRANESVILLE

652 11028-11028 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Georgetown Pike trail ends with nowhere to go. The Pike needs to include a continuous active transportation pathway to encourage health and access to public parklands on the corridor.DRANESVILLE

653 10114 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Georgetown Pike trail ends with nowhere for bike/peds to continue. Active transportation pathways are needed throughout Georgetown Pike to encourage health and safety and access to publicly owned parkland throughout the corridor.DRANESVILLE

654 700-798 Innsbruck Ave, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066 The trail along Georgetown Pike ends without further access for bicyclists and pedestrians. Active transportation pathways should be provided consistently throughout this corridor to allow safe and healthy access to the abundant public parklands in the area.DRANESVILLE

655 9218-9218 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Short section of trail ends. With abundant public parkland along this corridor, a consistent active transportation pathway is needed to provide safe and healthy access. DRANESVILLE

656 1130-1162 Springvale Rd, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066Springvale Road trail ends with no space for active transportation to continue north. This trail should be continued to Turner Farm Park and Georgetown Pike. DRANESVILLE

746 Dolley Madison Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Need a path along Rt 123 between McLean and Evermay neighborhood so we can ride bikes from downtown McLean to Everymay. DRANESVILLE

747 Old Dominion Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 need a bike path along Old Dominion Dr between LInway Terr and Arlington Co line. DRANESVILLE

815 Wolf Trap National Park many many paths should lead to WT and the Barnes...especially from Tysons and Vienna - this should be an easy link. DRANESVILLE

829 Dolley Madison Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 There is very little room on the road for a bike trail. The commuters may want to use alternative modes of transportation like cycling to commute to work. DRANESVILLE

830 624 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 The road surface is uneven and very rough for bicycle riders. DRANESVILLE

831 6904 Georgetown Pike, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Lack of bike path and narrow lanes. DRANESVILLE

982 6713 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Neighborhood children walking to school cross Haycock at Casemont, which sorely needs a crosswalk. Their alternatives are to walk away from school to get to Great Falls, or dodge cars on Beacon, which lacks sidewalks. Cars speed on Haycock despite the 25mph limit. Police have supported the need for a crosswalk but the county has said only x-intersections qualify.DRANESVILLE

983 6730 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The crossing signal at this light is not dedicated -- cars can still turn while lit -- it has lad to many near-misses. It is scary for neighbors walking to school, the metro, etc. Please change this to no turn on red, dedicated crossing signal.DRANESVILLE

984 6900-6998 Hutchison St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Students who would like to walk to Haycock and Longfellow are bused because there is no safe crossing of Great Falls in this area. There are tons of families in the neighborhood between Great Falls & 66. Putting in a crosswalk would help the residents and taxpayers (less bus burden).DRANESVILLE

985 2238 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046Crosswalk at this spot lacks visibility due to the hills on this road. Cars regularly speed (police report 40+mph when they monitor this 25mph area). My 11 year old and his friend used this crosswalk last year, and a car hit his friend AFTER he got "safely" onto the sidewalk! It needs to be much better marked, or perhaps shifted to a safer spot on the road.DRANESVILLE

986 6904 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Walking to the metro of the retail area is difficult because the path along Haycock is mismatched, narrow pavement. During covid there has been no room for distancing. DRANESVILLE

987 6528 Roosevelt St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 This intersection is scary for walkers, bikers & drivers. Roosevelt & Fisher feed into Westmoreland on either side of a rise in the road that makes it impossible to see oncoming traffic in advance. The speed limit is 25mph but cars regularly speed (police report 40mph+ when they monitor this stretch of road). Kids walking to school must cross Roosevelt, but cars turning are trying not to get rear-ended or t-boned. It is an accident waiting to happen.DRANESVILLE

988 1931 Great Falls St, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 There is a nature trail on either side of Great Falls but no crosswalk to safely cross from one side to the other. This section of Great Falls has good visibility, thankfully, but the 35mph speed makes it scary to run across the street at that spot. People who cannot move quickly are at risk. A marked crosswalk would be appreciated.DRANESVILLE

989 1812-1812 Great Falls St, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 Pedestrians who wish to go to the rec club must cross Great Falls at this point (there are no sidewalks on the other side). There is a crosswalk but it is not very visible, and the cars coming over the hill on Great Falls do not have a lot of time to react. A more visible crosswalk at this spot would be appreciated, as children and elderly (perhaps without driver's licenses) are key constituents of the rec club.his club.DRANESVILLE

990 VA-267 E, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 My family discovered this trail by accident and were excited but found it difficult to traverse in this section. The trail would be a resource for more of the community with a bit more signage, walkable path, etc.DRANESVILLE

991 2031-2041 Great Falls St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043The sidewalk along Great Falls ends at this neighborhood, so walkers and bikers must share the road with residents who are coming and going by car. (We are probably a nuisance to them). The ad hoc trail paved trail between the townhomes and Kirby is narrow and during covid it was difficult to avoid coming in close contact with others. Great Falls could use a real sidewalk along its entire length -- ideally on both sides of the street.DRANESVILLE

992 6633 Fisher Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Fisher is a common cut-through street used by non-residents (and service providers to those residences). The 25mph speed limit is way too high for such a narrow street (too narrow for a stripe). Cars are parked on either side, reducing visibility. Cars must take turns to pass single file. The street lacks sidewalks so walkers share the road and it is scary. This is a walk to school zone but students have no protection from vehicles.DRANESVILLE

993 6700-6798 Moly Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 This intersection would benefit from stop signs. Currently Moly is used as a cut-through by non-residents who are trying to get from Great Falls to Westmoreland and vice versa. The road has a sidewalk on one side (thank goodness) but the speed at which cars pass is scary. Many school children live and play on this road but the cars are moving so fast, darting around parked cars, that it feels like a matter of time before a pedestrian or biker gets hit.DRANESVILLE

994 2207 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Cars cutting between Great Falls and Westmoreland often speed through this intersection. It is a crosswalk that is heavily used by students and residents, but cars often roll through quickly without stopping. Cars entering Moly often do not slow down to check for pedestrians and bikers before entering the roadway. It's scary.DRANESVILLE

995 2124-2124 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043This intersection is difficult to cross safely. There are crossing signals but cars make right turns without slowing down when the light is green (to check for pedestrians that have a walk signal) and make rights on reds, sometimes without stopping first. On numerous occasions I witnessed our school crossing guard being yelled at and/or ignored by drivers when she tried to stop traffic to let children cross.DRANESVILLE

996 2116-2116 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043I have witnessed pedestrians trying to cross Westmoreland at this spot on many occasions. During covid it got worse, as families wishing to walk in Cougar Woods (the trails behind Haycock Elementary) were trying to distance from others at the Haycock/Westmoreland intersection. They dart across the road because it feels like a natural spot to cross, despite the lack of crosswalk. Cars also speed up at this point when traffic is light, or dart around cars during school drop off/pickup times.DRANESVILLE

997 6600-6618 Gordon Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046This intersection suffers from low visibility and cars speeding over the hill on Westmoreland. They come so fast it is difficult to pull a car or bike out onto Westmoreland safely. DRANESVILLE

998 2219 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043At this section of Westmoreland, bikers must share the road with cars. The transitions are confusing and cars try to rush past bikes before they must share the space. Or, the car trails the bike for a stretch while waiting for a free lane to pass -- and the cars backed up behind become agitated. The visibility of this section of the road -- due to several rises/hills -- makes sharing the road unsafe.DRANESVILLE

999 6644 Fisher Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 There are stop signs on Fisher but they lack painted lines, and almost daily I see cars run them. This makes walking, biking and driving unsafe on this section of the road. Please paint stop lines on the pavement to reinforce the need to stop.DRANESVILLE

1000 6701-6799 Fisher Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Without a sidewalk around this bend, the safest place to walk feels like the middle of the street where you can see both directions. Fisher Ave needs a sidewalk. DRANESVILLE

1001 2142 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 This is a busy pedestrian corner. Hard to safely distant or move out of the way for people with the tight space. A traffic calming extension/expansion of the corner would avoid people from walking into front yards or the road.DRANESVILLE

1002 2035-2037 Westmoreland St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043It would be great to have a crosswalk in this vicinity as many children cross Westmoreland on their way to Longfellow. The only other crosswalks are at Haycock and Kirby which are really far apart and not convenient crossing points for the school. There are similar crosswalks farther north on Westmoreland, particularly at McLean HS entrance. It would make sense to have a similar crosswalk at Longfellow.DRANESVILLE

1006 6642 Fisher Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Please add a sidewalk on Fisher Ave! DRANESVILLE

1007 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Sidewalk ends on east side of Haycock at Turner Ave. and should continue all the way to Westmoreland to promote safer pedestrian access to Haycock Elementary school and West Falls Church Metro Station.DRANESVILLE

1008 2200-2306 Highland Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046No sidewalk on south side of Highland Avenue and very unsafe pedestrian crossing from existing sidewalk across Highland Avenue at Haycock Road. DRANESVILLE

1009 2308-2318 Highland Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046Unsafe intersection for all users, especially considering it is also a school bus stop and Highland Avenue is used as a cut through street. DRANESVILLE

1074 7101 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The number of lanes and turning vehicles discourages metro access DRANESVILLE

1075 2127-2129 Great Falls St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043There is no sidewalk on this side of Great Falls St and no crosswalk. There is no way for kids on Grande Lane to walk to school or anyone to walk to the metro without crossing live traffic.  A sidewalk on this side of the road to the intersection of Haycock would solve this problem.uncontrolled crosswalk would be a helpful interim step.DRANESVILLE

1076 6900 Haycock Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 There is no sidewalk on Turner.  There is a lot of pedestrian traffic going to/from the metro and haycock elementary. Visibility is not great for cars turning into the street and pedestrians have to jump out of the street to avoid getting hit.DRANESVILLE

1077 6800-6854 Grande Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 This cul de sac is cut off from all access by the busy Great Falls Street and the nearby intersection of Great Falls and Haycock Rd. We can’t get to the bike trail, school, nearby metro stop, bus stops, or anything else without crossing the busy road, which has no crosswalk stop sign or light.DRANESVILLE

1078 2131-2199 Great Falls St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043There is a small area that does not have a sidewalk, which prevents kids from being able to walk to school and the adults from walking to the metro. The required sidewalk would be minimal and would be an easy solution.DRANESVILLE
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1079 6800-6854 Grande Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 There is no sidewalk or cross walk linking our neighborhood to sidewalks. Children can't walk to school. Adults can't walk to metro or WOD trail, in spite of all these being with in a mileDRANESVILLE

1080 2131-2199 Great Falls St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Currently, the only legal way to get off of Grande Ln is to drive out. Otherwise, pedestrians need to either walk in the street or try to run across the busy Great Falls St. A sidewalk here would be all that’s needed to make this area accessible to pedestrians.DRANESVILLE

1086 1624-1698 Wrightson Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22101 There is no sidewalk on the Grande lane side of great falls which leads to a crosswalk.  Kids and adults can not safely walk to the school down the street or metro.  It’s dangerous. DRANESVILLE

1178 1027-1027 Leigh Mill Rd, Great Falls, Virginia, 22066The CCT is in really bad condition/erroded in this section. DRANESVILLE

1179 2121 Veranda Ct, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 My 5 kids have always had to take a huge risk crossing Great Falls in order to get to school or the metro.  There is no sidewalk on our side of Great Falls which makes it a very dangerous place to cross the busy road of Great Falls Street.  Please build a sidewalk connecting our neighborhood to Haycock Road.DRANESVILLE

10 Green Range Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Cars park physically blocking this intersection of the RA path and Green Range. More cars park blocking the visibility of pedestrians here. This is the existing trail system to get to the pool, neighborhood playgrounds, school, shopping center, and the new metro. Parking that no one is entitled to should not take priority over everyone's pedestrian safety. (VDOT's apparent "parking shortage" policy.) I am pro street parking, but not at the expense of everyone's safety and access to opportunitiesHUNTER MILL

11 Green Range Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 The Road and sidewalk frequently flood here. I thought VDOT had fixed the problem in the summer, but it is still flooding during moderate rainfall. HUNTER MILL

14 9814 Wintercress Ct, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 The trail connection from Wintercress Ct to the Gerry Connolly Cross County Trail is in very poor condition. The trail surface is uneven and partially covered from fallen logs and overgrowth.HUNTER MILL

17 Wolf Trap, Virginia Portions of the Wolftrap Stream Valley Trail near Blairstone Dr are hazardous to use because of unmarked steep grades and sharp turns. Signage could be added to warn bicyclists and pedestrians of the hazardous conditions.HUNTER MILL

19 Glade Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 This is where children cross the road to get to school, but also the Southgate Community Center. Cars park at the end of Pinecrest Road and Glade, blocking access to/from the RA trail - the only pedestrian infrastructure on this side of the street. You cannot safely cross from the RAPath to the existing crosswalk. Visibility blocked by cars as well.HUNTER MILL

21 12301-12399 Pinecrest Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Pedestrian access between the Reston Business Campus and Green Range Drive would be great. Many people walk through this area and are unwittingly causing erosion problems in the Sugarland Run Headwaters region. There are many businesses here I would like to walk to, but it's not really practical with the current muddy conditions.HUNTER MILL

23 12300 Glade Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 I would like all of the children in our neighborhood to have the option to have a safe walk to school. HUNTER MILL

27 Exit 12, Reston, Virginia, 20191 I'd like to be able to bike safely to The new Metro stop. I would like to go up the RA path, cross glade, up pinecrest, up usgs, to sunrise valley on a bike. HUNTER MILL

52 Town Center Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Town Center Parkways is too dark, and prevents residents in the northern communities from accessing the Reston Town Center safely at night. HUNTER MILL

53 Stevenage Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20194 Lack of north-side sidewalk and crosswalks here prevent shopping center and bus stop access from adjacent residential areas. HUNTER MILL

54 Reston Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20194 Lack of crosswalks separate communities to the west and trail access to the recreational and park land to the east. HUNTER MILL

56 1805 Michael Faraday Ct, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Lack of trail connection and wayfinding through parking lot to connect W&OD trail to Lake Fairfax/Difficult Run trails. HUNTER MILL

58 Bennington Woods Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20194 Parked vehicles block bicycle lane and obstruct intersection sight distance on east side of road. HUNTER MILL

65 12205 Hounds Ln, Reston, Virginia, 20191 The surrounding neighborhoods do not have access to this RA trail. People need to walk along the bike lanes or cut through other people's yard to reach the trail. HUNTER MILL

66 12118 Stirrup Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 There is a gap in the trail HUNTER MILL

67 Colts Neck Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Sidewalk gap HUNTER MILL

68 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Missing bike lanes HUNTER MILL

78 2260 Stone Wheel Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Poor sidewalk on one side, overgrown, narrow, bumpy and very close to 55mph traffic.  There's no alternate direct north south connection here for cyclists. HUNTER MILL

79 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Why stop the bike lane at the intersection?  For Westbound cyclists, you're leaving them to mix with traffic, uphill, at a spot where they are vunerable. HUNTER MILL

80 Lawyers Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Why end the bike lane at the intersection? You're leaving Westbound cyclists to mix with traffic around a blind curve where they are vunerable. The bike lane should continue through this intersection.HUNTER MILL

81 2717 West Ox Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There's no sidewalk on either side of West Ox here.  The park is not an alternative because it is gated when the park is closed. HUNTER MILL

82 Frying Pan Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 A stream valley trail here would be great.  Lots of people walk on the North Side of Frying pan on the narrow sidewalk. Tons of people could use a stream valley trail to get them to Floris School or Frying Pan Park.HUNTER MILL

83 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There's only a narrow sidewalk on this bridge on the north side.  It's too narrow for even two bikes to pass.  This is an important north-south route for bicyclists. HUNTER MILL

86 Reston Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20190 The curb cuts and transitions in this area are broken and at bad angles. The worst corner is the southwest. HUNTER MILL

156 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Sunrise Valley between Centreville Road and Reston Parkway needs speed enforcement. Drivers regularly go 50+ HUNTER MILL

157 McLearen Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 W. Ox Road needs a road diet or some kind of striping to slow traffic down HUNTER MILL

158 McLearen Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 McLearan Road in this location needs a bike lane and speed enforcement HUNTER MILL

159 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 A bike lane on the east bound side from Soapstone to the W&OD turn would be awesome. HUNTER MILL

160 2465 Centreville Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 So many of the roads getting here -- Sunrise Valley, Coppermine, Frying Pan, and Fox Mill are so wide they could easily afford bike lanes and even road diets. I've figured out work arounds, but they add 2-3 miles to my ride. That's going to discourage people from trying to use their bike or walk to this center.HUNTER MILL

174 10413 Huntrace Way, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 I need transit access around Hunter Mill Rd closest to the W&OD Trail. HUNTER MILL

190 2213-2217 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 This road is double lane for cars, and the off-road path ends, forcing me to cross the street. As I am able-bodied, this is easy on foot, although I have to be VERY vigilant. On a bicycle, it gets more challenging. Why not just convert the right side lane into a protected bike lane?HUNTER MILL

191 2600-2612 Meadow Hall Dr, Herndon, Virginia, 20171The road gets REALLY wide in some sections along Monroe Street, even though the posted speed limit is 35 mph. This makes crossing the street less safe than it could be. HUNTER MILL

193 2243-2255 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 I know there's a sign saying bicycles can use the full lane but I don't feel safe doing so at all. Why not convert one of the lanes into a proper, protected bike lane? HUNTER MILL

194 2817-2819 W Ox Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 West Ox Road is scary to take an unprotected left turn onto even behind the wheel, because the road is so wide right outside certain residential areas. This is obviously dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians, but consider that it's not great for drivers needing to take a left turn either. West Ox needs to be narrower all around AND install traffic calming measures near the residential intersections, along with better markings of protected bike lanes.HUNTER MILL

195 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There need to be bus routes feeding into Herndon Monroe Park and Ride and also serving Reston Town Center and downtown Herndon along Monroe Street between West Ox Road and Fox Mill/Frying Pan Road.HUNTER MILL

196 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There need to be bus routes serving the residential neighborhoods along Monroe Street between West Ox and Frying Pan/Fox Mill, going to Herndon Monroe Park and Ride, Reston Town Center, Downtown Herndon, and the Clocktower Plaza.HUNTER MILL

228 1632 Crowell Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 There needs to be bus service around Hunter Mill Road, Browns Mill Rd, and Crowell Rd HUNTER MILL

231 Meadowlark Gardens Regional Park I would like a bus route that serves this place directly, from a metro station, whether Wiehle, Vienna, or both. HUNTER MILL

273 1921-1921 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 There are no safe roads or alternatives between 66 and the rook road to connect Reston and Virginia. In winter conditions the bike path be impossible for weeks following snow or ice.HUNTER MILL

274 1921-1921 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 There are no safe roads or alternative for cycling between 66 and the roll roads to connect Vienna to points west. Following score or ice the bike trail can be impassible for days or weeks, cutting off the only option for commuters.HUNTER MILL

283 2555 John Milton Dr, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 For residents living on the north side of Fox Mill Rd there is no way to safely walk or bike to the shopping center. It would be great to have sidewalks and/or bike lanes on Fox Mill Rd to allow access.HUNTER MILL

284 12525 Fox View Way, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Fox Mill Rd needs sidewalks on both sides of the road so residents can walk both to Reston Parkway/Fox Mill Shopping Center, and to Fairfax County Parkway. Right now it's a two lane road without even a shoulder and can't be walked along safely.HUNTER MILL

291 11004-11088 Baron Cameron Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190There is a gap in the trail along Baron Cameron between Cameron Heath Dr and Gates Meadow Way. HUNTER MILL

346 2501-2501 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Monroe St Narrows with no northbound shoulder or sidewalk HUNTER MILL

347 Frying Pan Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 There was a bus stop here, but it was removed to make it easier for Buses to merge left and go northbound on Monroe.  I think this could be replaced and buses redirected to Northbound Colts Brook instead.HUNTER MILL

348 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Missing or minimal sidewalks East-West between Colts Neck and Reston Parkway. HUNTER MILL

349 Reston Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20191 I always see people walking on the grass shoulder or on the median here.  Pedestrian facilities are lacking. North-south sidewalk is a joke - 2 ft wide without the bushes and adjacent to 55mph traffic.HUNTER MILL

350 2344 Archdale Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No connection between Fairfax Co parkway Trail and Rosedown. No sidepath on either side of Fox Mill. HUNTER MILL

402 1923-1977 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Would like access from here to the bike trails at Gateway Regional Park south of 66 via Hunter Mill Rd. (not safe for biking) and Blake Lane. near  ional Park HUNTER MILL

433 Walnut Branch Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20194 Crossing Fairfax County Parkway feels unsafe and must be crossed from neighborhoods to the west in order to reach destinations like Reston Town Center, North Point. Cars go too fast and crossing all the lanes feels like an eternity.HUNTER MILL

434 Baron Cameron Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190 The trail alongside Fairfax County Parkway is great, but having to walk or bike across the slip lanes at Baron Cameron Avenue is unsafe. The intersection is very wide and cars go very fast through the slip lane. This could also be a nice entrance to walk to the Town of Herndon, but the overpass makes the intersection inhospitable for pedestrians.HUNTER MILL

435 Dulles Airport Access Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 I would like to bike from Downtown Herndon to the new Herndon Metro stop. HUNTER MILL

436 11109 Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20190 The offices here are very convenient to the W&OD trail and the Metro, but there is no sidewalk on the south side of Sunset Hills Rd. One needs to jaywalk to access them. HUNTER MILL

477 132 Maple Ave E, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 This is a huge chokepoint for the W&OD trail that unnecessarily crosses the very busy Maple Ave. There should be efforts made to bridge across Maple Ave. to keep pedestrian/bike traffic from having to cross vehicle traffic. This is just another of many traffic lights for vehicles also, so eliminating it with a bike bridge would help traffic flow.HUNTER MILL
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489 South Lakes High School Please make it easier for students (and staff!) to walk or ride their bikes here. HUNTER MILL

557 11193-11193 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk or active travel lane HUNTER MILL

558 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Sidewalk ends abruptly, no sidewalk or active travel lane HUNTER MILL

559 11193-11193 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk or active travel lane HUNTER MILL

561 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 no trail or bike lane HUNTER MILL

562 SunTrust No trail or bike lane HUNTER MILL

571 Fairfax County Pkwy, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Blind spot for both drivers and cyclist trying to cross the on-ramp HUNTER MILL

572 Fairfax County Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Blind spot for NB traffic. HUNTER MILL

573 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on north side of South Lakes Drive HUNTER MILL

574 11425 S Lakes Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on south side of South Lakes Drive HUNTER MILL

575 2219 Double Eagle Ct, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on north side of South Lakes Drive HUNTER MILL

576 2310 Hunters Run Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on west side of Colts Neck Road HUNTER MILL

577 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on north side of Sunrise Valley Drive HUNTER MILL

578 11743-11769 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191No sidewalk on south side of Sunrise Valley Drive HUNTER MILL

579 2213-2217 Soapstone Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on East side of Soapstone Drive HUNTER MILL

580 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 No sidewalk on south side of Sunrise Valley Drive HUNTER MILL

581 1827-1839 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 No sidewalks on either side of Hunter Mill Road HUNTER MILL

582 10538-10670 Lawyers Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 No sidewalks on either side of Lawyers Road HUNTER MILL

642 Wiehle Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Trail bridge over Wiehle Avenue would improve safety and operations for all modes of transportation here. HUNTER MILL

643 11020-11044 Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20190Trail bridge over Sunset Hills Road would improve safety and operations for all modes of transportation here. HUNTER MILL

644 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Trail bridge over Sunrise Valley Drive would improve safety and operations for all modes of transportation here. HUNTER MILL

645 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 A trail bridge over Hunter Mill Road would improve safety and operations for all modes of transportation here. HUNTER MILL

649 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Nice new access along Route 7 under 123. Thank you Fairfax County HUNTER MILL

666 1301 Dasher Ln, Reston, Virginia, 20190 A short trail on the south side of Baron Cameron from Lake Fairfax Dr to Hunter Mill Rd would connect an inroad route from the area south of Baron Cameron (N Shore Dr to Ring Rd to Hunt Club Rd to Lake FFX Cr) to the trial on the S side of Baron Cameron just west of Hunter Mill Rd. This will be an important connection when the Route 7 trail is completed.HUNTER MILL

718 553 Orchard St NW, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Are you kidding me?! Another dead-end sidewalk segment that does not match adjacent property's existing plan, will serve no purpose, is a complete waste of land and concrete.  This sidewalk segment should never have been built.  Instead, the county should have set aside the proffer money for future sidewalk construction in the future or elsewhere. Do not build a disconnected section here until you are aboe to complete the full block--maybe decades in the future.HUNTER MILL

728 Reston Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Path Crossing access ramp is extremely dangerous especially travelling north HUNTER MILL

731 Monroe St, Herndon, Virginia, 20170 This bridge is currently down to one lane northbound and has been for months. Bicyclists trying to reach the W&OD Trail from the south have to either ride in front of traffic in that one lane or try to use the one-way sidewalk on the southbound side. Please fix the bridge so there are once again 2 northbound lanes.HUNTER MILL

745 W Ox Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Please consider adding or extending a sidewalk/path to be able to access the Fairfax County Parkway. HUNTER MILL

781 Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 No sidewalks between Drewlaine Dr and Larkmeade Dr HUNTER MILL

785 732-750 Marshall Rd SW, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 This little stretch of bike lane going up the hill on Marshall Rd for 100 yds. into Vienna is kind of silly and a bit unsafe. It would be nice to extend it along Marshall Rd farther into the townHUNTER MILL

800 606 Tapawingo Rd SW, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 poorly protected bike route. cars parked on street leaves very little room for cyclists on Tapawingo- connects CCT to W&OD HUNTER MILL

948 11860 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 There's a missing link here between the beautiful new multi-use path and the crappy sidewalk that goes over to Reston Parkway HUNTER MILL

963 Ashgrove Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Bike and walking to Route 7 from Old Courthouse could be improved with signage to access Spring Branch Stream Valley Park. Path is there, not marked. HUNTER MILL

964 9201-9205 Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182Old Courthouse is an excellent bike route into Tysons for workers but the roads across and leading to Wolf Trap Creek are dangerous for bikers and pedestrians. HUNTER MILL

965 Creek Crossing Rd NE, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Street Crossing could use better signage and though served by a county bus, stops a very far apart, so people may not know about the route. HUNTER MILL

1061 2427-2459 Colts Neck Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 The existing trail is falling apart and needs repaving/widening to be safe for use. HUNTER MILL

1062 Colts Neck Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 The crosswalk in front of the school as no safety signage HUNTER MILL

1063 Steeplechase Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 There is a staircase on the trail which is difficult for strollers and cyclists. HUNTER MILL

1064 Steeplechase Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Existing trail is too narrow for biking HUNTER MILL

1065 2657-2699 Reston Pkwy, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 The staircase is not bike or stroller accessible! HUNTER MILL

1066 Colts Neck Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 There is a curb ramp missing to transition from the bike lanes on Colts Neck to the sidewalk/trail along Reston Parkway HUNTER MILL

1067 2503-2515 Reston Pkwy, Reston, Virginia, 20191 People walk in the street here to access the P&R HUNTER MILL

1068 Oslo Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 This intersection needs a safe crosswalk. Lots of teens trying to cross here to get to the pool. HUNTER MILL

1069 11021 Howland Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Add bike lanes on narrow section of Lawyers HUNTER MILL

1070 11001-11033 Lawyers Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 How are people on foot or mountain bikers supposed to access this trail from Lawyers? HUNTER MILL

1071 11500 Pine Cone Ct, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Continue the bike lanes! HUNTER MILL

1072 Wiehle Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190 This is a terrifying intersection. May need a signal. HUNTER MILL

1175 1821 Wiehle Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190 More is needed to make this intersection safer for crossing HUNTER MILL

1176 11262-11280 Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20190more is needed to make this a safe intersection to cross HUNTER MILL

1177 237 Old Courthouse Rd NE, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Old Court House Rd by Freedom Hill Park is steep and narrow.  It is unsafe to ride but there are bike lanes on Old Courthouse that should connect to Tysons but doesn't. HUNTER MILL

1180 Fairfax County Pkwy, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Barrier to biking HUNTER MILL

1181 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1182 Wiehle Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1183 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1184 Metro-Wiehle-Reston East Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1185 Reston Metro Plz, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1186 2490 Freetown Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1187 BetterWorld Technology Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1188 New Horizon Pediatrics Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL
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1189 1591 Washington Plz, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1190 12163-12195 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191Lighting/sidewalks HUNTER MILL

1191 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Lighting/Sidewalks HUNTER MILL

1192 2134-2160 Soapstone Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Lightin/Sidewalks HUNTER MILL

1193 2515 Appaloosa Ct, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Lighting/Sidewalks HUNTER MILL

1194 12011 Whip Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1195 11900 Baron Cameron Ave, Reston, Virginia, 20190 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1196 1641 Bennington Hollow Ln, Reston, Virginia, 20194Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1197 11564-11580 Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20190Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1198 11478-11502 Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, Virginia, 20190Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1199 Glade Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1200 Lawyers Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1201 10744-10798 Lawyers Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1202 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1203 10203 Lawyers Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1204 9941 Lawyers Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1205 Sport Clips Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1207 8303 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

1208 12345 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, Virginia, 20191 Comment from paper map HUNTER MILL

2 5706-5708 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Narrow sidewalk, lack of bike lanes, and high-speed traffic on hill makes it challenging to bike into Alexandria via the Telegraph trail/Eisenhower Trail LEE

3 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Wide road with high-speed traffic makes crossing N Kings Hwy to access Huntington Station dangerous and scary LEE

4 2601-2629 Fort Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Poorly timed signals that favor vehicular traffic make walking to Huntington Station challenging LEE

6 Huntley Meadows Park Huntley Meadows is not far from my house, but I always drive because it’s missing sidewalks and the bike lanes are uncomfortable LEE

9 6750 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 The shopping center is close enough for me to bike to, but drivers go way too fast, and there are no comfortable bike facilities to get me there LEE

22 East Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 This is an embarassingly bad bus stop: no lighting, no sidewalk, completely unsafe LEE

38 6028-6098 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Egregiously long stretch without crosswalks across North Kings Highway (3 bus stops). Protect transit riders at intersection with Fairhaven. LEE

59 I-95, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 I 95 divides and prevents any walkability between the western and eastern parts of Springfield. Please add a pedestrian bridge. LEE

60 Franconia Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 I 95 divides and prevents any walkability between the western and eastern parts of Springfield. Please add a pedestrian bridge. LEE

61 Franconia-Springfield Pkwy, Springfield, Virginia, 22150similar to the Purple Line in Maryland, please create a Bus Rapid Transitway starting from Old Town Alexandria, to Springfield, to Annandale, to Merrifield, to Tysons. LEE

69 Franconia Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Fast cars make Franconia Rd dangerous to bikers and pedestrians. LEE

92 6908-6918 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310No sidewalk or bikelane on Telegraph Road LEE

93 S Van Dorn St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Bike lane along South Van Dorn is in terrible shape under the Beltway and ceases to exist at Eisenhower Avenuei LEE

112 Franconia-Springfield Pkwy, Springfield, Virginia, 22150Insufficient crossing markings at big intersection - please stripe all four sides LEE

113 6108 North Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Narrow, crumbling sidewalks, little lighting. 4 car lanes and drivers speed. Narrow the lanes and widen the sidewalk LEE

114 5812-5814 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Unsignalized crossings can be difficult to navigate with high vehicle speeds on N Kings Hwy, making it difficult to access the Metro Station safely. Recommend installation of RRFB to increase driver awareness and improve yielding behavior.LEE

119 2993 Huntington Grove Sq, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306Need parking-protected bikes lanes on the southbound side. Road is very wide and drivers speed. People getting in/out of parked cars plus high-speed passes make this very scary to ride. Sidewalks are narrow on southbound side, non-existent on northbound side.LEE

120 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Sidewalk ends on southbound side with no accessible way to cross, no crosswalk. LEE

121 6620-6634 Beacon Field Airport Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306I bike here sometimes via South Kings Highway and it's very scary. I'd never do it with an inexperienced rider or a child. LEE

122 6979-6999 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 I actually biked here recently and I thought I was going to die. South Kings Hwy is so scary. No space for bikeing, sidewalks was totally covered in ice or people were walking on it. No bike parking offered either at the Huntley Meadows south entrance.LEE

123 6643 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 The sidepath on the northbound side is in extremely poor condition, unsafe on wheels, and to narrow walking or biking to pass anyone. LEE

124 6700-6798 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Street parking here is never used. Would be a perfect protected bike lane. LEE

125 6902-6908 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 The bike lane just ends here, in the middle of a road. There is a sidewalk, but it's narrow. LEE

126 7002-7040 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Bike lane starts here, but it is ridiculously narrow. LEE

127 7077-7129 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Bike lane ends here, just dumping you into fast moving car traffic. Have to cross at a difficult point if I want to use the sidewalk on the other side of the street. No sidewalk on the east side.LEE

128 7140 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Bike lane ends again. It comes and goes up and down Harrison Lane, forcing you to cross multiple times if you want to stay away from drivers. LEE

129 Cedar Trl, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Need bike parking at Huntley Meadows LEE

130 3601-3699 Lockheed Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306No sidewalks, no space to bike LEE

131 3601-3699 Lockheed Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306No sidewalks between the school and a County park LEE

132 6429 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Sidewalk is in extremely poor condition and very narrow. It's often blocked by a park vehicle of the resident there. LEE

133 5773-5799 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303Narrow sidewalk and jersey barrier here put me way to close to 3 lanes of high speed traffic. LEE

134 3600 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Sidewalk get very narrow here and the road has too many high speed drivers. LEE

135 3700 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Underutilized street parking and wide travel lanes here, should be bike lanes here. LEE

136 4010 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 The sidepath between Pine Brook and Mark Twain Middle School is extremely narrow, and it's only on one side. The road is pretty wide through most of this section, wider sidepath and bike lanes are needed.LEE

137 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Westbound Franconia is two car lanes starting here. It should stay one lane and the extra space needs to allocated to a protected bike lane and wider sidewalks. LEE

138 4703 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Huge underutilized right turn lane here should be bike lanes and a wider sidewalk. LEE

139 5001-5001 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310Franconia, east of Van Dorn, should be a single car lane each way and the curb space should be allocated to bike and walk space. LEE

140 Rose Hill Plaza I want to bike here, but it's really scary to walk and bike on Franconia road. The sidewalks, where they exist, are super narrow and in poor condition. LEE

141 Fairfax County Police Department I would bike here, if Franconia or Van Dorn had some protected, separated space for bike lanes. Franconia has 6+ lanes for cars west of Van Dorn. Seems excessive. The sidewalks are in terrible condition and very narrow.LEE

182 7946 Audubon Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 New Lee Community Center LEE
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199 Kingstowne Village Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315On Kingstowne Village Pkwy, between Beulah and Hayfield Rd there are bike lanes. North of Hayfield Road, there are no bike lanes. Cars typically travel this stretch at speeds nearing 50 mph. A separate, protecte bike lane is needed.LEE

200 Lake Village Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315 This is a common bike crossing point for bikes traveling from Rose Hill to points south, but the light doesn't change for bicyclists unless theres's a car present. The wait can be very long.LEE

201 7564 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315 This shopping center is surrounded by residential neighborhoods and adjacent to a secondary school. Many local residents come here by bike. LEE

204 4901-5199 Celtic Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 A decent shared use trail starts/ends here and connect to Kingstowne, but there is no ramp or sidewalk connecting to it. The curb is blocked by car parking and there is just mud between the curb and the start of the trail.LEE

205 Lockheed Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 There is a crosswalk here and usually cars parked right up to it which blocks the view of the curb. It's really hard while driving to see when a person is trying to cross. Parking spots should be replaced with a bulb out to make it easier to cross.LEE

214 Fordson Place I've biked here before, but it's scary and there is not one bike rack in this huge shopping center. LEE

215 Fordson Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Eliminate right on red here. Too many conflict points and blind spots. Police officer hit a bicyclist here while turning on red and not looking to his right first. LEE

225 7212-7230 Commerce St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150The pedestrian crossing is dangerous and needs improvement.  Although on this map it looks like there is a median along the entire road, there aren't any medians.  Get rid of the center turn lane and add a pedestrian refuge.  A car or two might be delayed for a little bit, but it would be safer for the many people that cross here to get to the shopping center.LEE

282 7129 Vantage Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Open up this utility corridor as a trail connecting Route 1 to Huntley Meadows and on to Lee District Park.  This can be done easily with a three low boardwalks over the tributary channels.  It could be done to actually improve water quality since many people already walk through ponding.  This is a no brainer and the people that hijacked the BRT project to get this removed as a comp plan amendment ought to be required to walk between the two places and see what it really takes. Shameful!LEE

331 Mile 168 I-95 S, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 There is no sidewalk.  You must walk/bike in the street.  Vehicle speeds are high. LEE

376 7204 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Cars routinely speed (15+ mph over the limit) coming out of this turn and up/down Harrison Lane. Traffic calming would make crossing the street safer. LEE

398 3414-3472 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310South Side of Franconia Rd. between Governors View Ln and Norton Rd has no sidewalk or trail LEE

399 3414-3472 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310South Side of Franconia Rd. between Governors View Ln and Norton Rd has no sidewalk or trail LEE

400 3498-3598 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310South Side of Franconia Rd. between Governors View Ln and Norton Rd has no sidewalk or trail LEE

415 7204 Groveton Gardens Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306No side walk or even shared bike lane. In fact the road narrows. Pedestrians and bikers have to come onto the road when there is barely enough room for two large vehicles. LEE

416 5900-5926 Bush Hill Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 No sidewalks, huge drainage ditches on both sides of the road, backs up to a school, and en route to desireable shopping such as grocery, library, pharmacy, and schools. People want to use this route but it is NOT SAFE.LEE

417 5900-5926 Bush Hill Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 No sidewalks and HUGE drainage ditches on both sides of the road. Documented speeding problem by FFXDOT. Please help! LEE

418 5929-6099 Bush Hill Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 No sidewalks. Documented speeding problem by FFXDOT. Enroute to a school and to desirable shopping. Please updgrade. LEE

474 Franconia-Springfield Pkwy, Springfield, Virginia, 22150This portion of the trail is extremely overgrown and not kept up so it is incredibly difficult to figure out how to get to the other side of Franconia Springfield Parkway. LEE

493 6006 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Narrow, old sidewalks next to a high-speed, 4 lanes road, makes it very unsafe for people walking. As the main connection to/from the Metro and community, this road needs to be traffic-calmed and enhanced for people walking and biking.LEE

497 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Need a no-right-on-red for drivers turning from North Kings Highway onto Telegraph. Drivers block the crosswalk trying to turn right on red and don't yield to people in the crosswalk. The double right turn confuses drivers who think both lanes can go on red, it's very dangerous.LEE

506 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 No sidewalk makes it unsafe to walk this section of the road. LEE

661 Kingstowne Village Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315There is no sidewalk on the southern side of the street. LEE

662 Kingstowne Village Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315On Kingstowne Village Parkway, between Hayfield Rd and Kingstowne Blvd, there are no streetlights. LEE

712 6742-6752 Commerce St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150There is a bike shared lane but challenging to ride with cars here LEE

713 Mile 167 I-95 N, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Fairfax county Pkwy needs  a protected bike lane here ar I-95 LEE

715 Huntley Meadows Park Huntley Meadows needs through conntected trails to Telegraph and Mt. Vernon Woods LEE

716 Outlet, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Please build at least one bike path across huntley meadows so we can avoid HWY 1 and Telegraph LEE

753 7337-7409 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 No sidewalk on Hooes Rd from this point to the west. No crosswalks to communities to the south. Limits access to bus transportation. LEE

754 7336-7408 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 No bike lane or ample room for safe biking on Hooes Road. Roads are tight with limited visibility around curves. Cars travel too fast. LEE

755 7622-7628 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Trail access needs to be established and maintained. No sidewalk on Hooes Rd to access this point. LEE

758 7624-7698 Mendota Pl, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 there is a spot with poor drainage on the trail between the CCT and Mendota Pl that gets very muddy after it rains. The mud makes riding bikes, scooters, etc. challenging through that spot.LEE

761 Byron Ave Park there is gravel on the CCT paved surface that presents a traction hazard for bicycles, scooters, etc. LEE

762 6301-6399 Middlesex Ave, Springfield, Virginia, 22150there are a couple of spots on the CCT that flood and become muddy after rain (due to no drainage under the pavement) creating a barrier/safety hazard for bikes, scooters etc. LEE

763 Byron Ave Park there are spots along this stretch of the CCT that flood and become muddy after rain (due to no drainage under the pavement) creating a hazard for bikes, scooters, etc. LEE

764 Byron Ave Park the surface of the CCT is very rough (apparently due to tree roots) in this spot creating a hazard for bikes, scooters, etc. LEE

765 Byron Ave Park the CCT surface here is very rough (apparently due to tree roots under the pavement) creating a safety hazard for bikes, scooters, skaters, etc. LEE

768 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 No safe way for people to cross route one to access the library or rec center. LEE

826 United States Postal Service (USPS) this shopping center has great stores LEE

835 5711-5713 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303The sidewalk is narrow and very uneven. Runoff of from the residences leaves gravel and water puddled on it. Why is Telegraph 6 lanes wide for only a 1/2 mile here? It's one lane on either end. Widen the sidewalk and put in separated cycle lanes. Connect this road to the ped bridges and Metro.LEE

836 6009-6021 Florence Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Missing sidewalk segment LEE

837 2916 Farmington Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Missing sidewalk segment LEE

953 Brookfield Park Walking path mismarked here. Also, the footbridge is dangerously broken in this location. LEE

954 Lake Accotink Park This path is mismarked and should connect at the informational sign on the cross-county trail. Boardwalk needed here. For over half the year this connection is impassible to pedestrians.LEE

956 6189-6199 Cumberland Ave, Springfield, Virginia, 22150Everyone crosses from neighborhood and bus stop to shopping center here, but no cross walk exists. Add a crosswalk to improve safety LEE

958 Middlesex Ave, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Trails showing on this map from this location south to the end of Mendoza Place are dangerous and need maintenance due to landslides/washouts. Not all trails marked on this map still exist and others are in wrong location.LEE

961 7428 Flora St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 The sidewalk along Highland and Flora is unfinished and a danger to pedestrians who are forced to walk on the VERY busy Highland Street.  People and children use this way to walk to the community pool and to access public transportation.  It's very unsafe not to have a sidewalk there!  Help please!LEE

966 7359-7411 Highland St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 From Atteentee to Amelia, the Springfield Swim Club property has NO sidewalk.  Children and adults walk to the swim club in the street, amidst busy traffic! Commuters walk to the bus stop in the street!  The swim club does not mind a sidwalk being put in, even if it means taking the trees down, as long as the County pays for the improvement.LEE

1034 3103 Spring Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Need to have sidewalks both sides LEE

1035 7926 Central Park Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Mt. Vernon Woods neighborhood residents have no access to HM.  Need to provide walking access from this side to serve this underserved neighborhood LEE

1038 6890-6898 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 This needs to be a tunnel under S Kings Hwy if you want it to be safe. LEE

1039 6920-6934 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Need to repair or repave existing bike trail. It is down to a single lane. LEE

1040 3701-3799 Lockheed Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306Need ped/bike access to park HQ LEE

1042 3898-3898 Stoneybrooke Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306I walk my dog all through Woodstone and Stoneybrook. There is a pedestrian path connecting Lamp Post and Stoneybrooke Park (w/ stairs, no good for bikes). LEE

1043 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 It's a shame there is no good way to walk down Telegraph w/o crossing the road. LEE

1044 6830-6900 Harrison Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Why isn't the bike lane on the opposite where bikers need to go up hill and go slower? LEE

1045 3910 Buckman Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Continue to improve bike/sidewalk. Parts of it suddenly have only two car lanes LEE

1048 6085 Piney Woods Ct, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315 No good connection for the Jeff Todd to Telegraph on both sides of Telegraph LEE

1049 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315 Sidepath needs to be widened for bike traffic LEE
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1050 7041-7057 Telegraph Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22315Sidepath needs to be widened for bike traffic LEE

1051 4214 Alcott St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Trail along powerlines needed. Put on high ground along East side of power lines. LEE

1053 7900-7908 Kidd St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Muddy Hole Park would be a natural south entrance to Huntley Meadows. Lots of room for parking. LEE

1058 S Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22310 Provide bike/ped facilities on both sides of Telegraph LEE

1059 Huntley Meadows Park Need ped/bike access connecting both park entrances LEE

1060 Creighton Square Park Need trail to connect school to the park entrance LEE

1081 7601-7611 Highland St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Restore former Bridge to access trail over the creek. Bridge & former FCPA sign marker are gone. LEE

1157 7619 Highland St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Restore the bridge over the small creek on the neighborhood trail that connects Highland Street in Springfield to the Cross County trail LEE

1158 Lake Accotink Park Fill in the swampy area with small gravel near where the Highland Street neighborhood trail connects to the Cross County trail. This area is a mud bog after it rains. LEE

1159 Lake Accotink Park Please place small gravel in the low lying area near where the Highland Street access trail connects to the Cross County trail. The area turns into a mud bog every time it rains. LEE

1160 7600-7620 Highland St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 Important residential access point on foot or bicycle to Cross County Trail, Lake Accotink Park, and Byron Avenue ball fields LEE

1161 7619 Highland St, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 The bridge needs to be restored over the stream crossing or otherwise improved to encourage access to the Cross County Trail. LEE

1162 Lake Accotink Park The Cross County Trail trailhead is marked, but needs improvement with a raised gravel bed.  Simple, inexpensive fix is all that is required for local residential community. LEE

12 8124-8226 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003The sidewalk stub constructed in association with Calvary Church is in very poor condition and is not easily passable. Several trees are down across the sidewalk and the sidewalk is covered with mud and slippery leaves.MASON

13 3854 Whitman Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 This asphalt sidewalk is substantially overgrown with vines and thorns and is very uneven. This sidewalk should be repaired and connected to Winterset Drive to improve walking conditions in the area.MASON

18 4003 Kloman St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 The existing trail abruptly ends here, preventing further safe bicyclist or pedestrian travel along Little River Tnpk towards Wakefield Chapel Rd. MASON

44 4326-4338 Old Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003Need Sidewalk along Old Columbia Pike to connect trail at Mason District Park to Green Springs Park via existing sidewalk on Elmdale Road. MASON

62 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 similar to the Purple Line in Maryland, please create a Bus Rapid Transitway starting from Old Town Alexandria, to Springfield, to Annandale, to Merrifield, to Tysons. MASON

64 6849-6849 Versar Ctr, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 Create a new bike/pedestrian trail connecting Backlick Rd Station to the Eisenhower trail in Alexandria. MASON

95 6800-6816 Alpine Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Integrate Alpine Dr Trail into Annandale-Lincolnia connector MASON

96 Poe Terrace Park 236 needs sidewalk/trail for access to Library from East MASON

97 Braddock Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Braddock Road needs sidewalk MASON

98 Mulberry Hill Park Create access to future park from all directions MASON

99 5416-5428 Chieftain Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Provide trail and access into this area of stream valley park to connect with Shawnee Road trails MASON

100 5374 Chieftain Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Provide safe trail along Cherokee Avenue MASON

101 6370 Lincolnia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Improve trail alongside Lincolnia Road for ease of use MASON

102 3539-3587 Sleepy Hollow Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041Provide public access to Holmes Run II trail along private property MASON

103 6711 Princess Anne Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Provide access to this new park MASON

104 Little River Tpke, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Need crosswalks along 236 MASON

105 Green Spring Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Need crosswalks here MASON

106 7001 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Central area of community needs better ped/bike access MASON

107 Pinecrest Pkwy, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Wayfinding signs needed to locate Dog Park from MD Park entrance MASON

108 4144-4198 Old Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003Dangerous walking conditions MASON

109 6501 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Mason Governmental Center MASON

110 6394 Eighth Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Trail across stream valley needed to connect 8th street MASON

111 4603 Green Spring Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Green Spring Gardens MASON

143 4508 Braddock Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 No sidewalk MASON

144 4114-4126 Old Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003There needs to be a sidewalk along Old Columbia Pike; this location in particular. The area adjacent to the road is very narrow at this culvert and unsafe to walk from Old Columbia Pike to the nearby shopping center. A storm drainage system along Old Columbia Pike tying into this culvert would also improve road conditions greatly after rainMASON

145 4538-4540 Braddock Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312Crosswalk across Braddock road needs flashing lights. Most drivers do not acknowledge people trying to use the crosswalk MASON

146 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 If this is to be a proper crosswalk from neighborhood to TJ area, this crosswalk needs flashing lights to alert drivers. This road is a racetrack MASON

147 6810 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 This stretch of little river needs sidewalk badly. It is unreasonable to make people cross the street to the south  side of little river if they have no reason to be on that side of the streetMASON

162 4114-4126 Old Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003Large fallen tree that was cut in large pieces but left along the roadway edge and has been left unhauled for over a year and a half. It is impassable without walking into the roadway at a narrow choke pointMASON

165 4708-4712 Backlick Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 No place to ride a bike on Backlick Rd MASON

166 4501-4599 Hillbrook Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Evergreen Lane has no sidewalks lots of blind hills and curves and prevents Poe middle school students from walking from school to the library MASON

167 4500-4514 Hillbrook Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Evergreen Lane has no sidewalks lots of blind hills and curves and prevents Poe middle school students from bicycling from school to the library MASON

168 7325 Beverly St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Provide some sort of path between Backlick Rd/Wilburdale/Anandale Acres to Ravensworth/AHS MASON

169 7111 Hickory Hill Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Need a safe attractive trail/sidewalk on SE side of Annandale Rd between Graham Rd & Roundtree MASON

170 6900 Valley Brook Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Going west on Valleybrook, then turning north on Rose, there is no sidewalk on Rose for the first block and walker is forced onto residences' front yard to avoid oncoming traffic MASON

189 4502 Little River Run Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Metro bus stop has no access - no sidewalks on either side, no street crosswalk. MASON

219 Ravensworth Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Improve the bus stop on the north side of Braddock at Ravensworth.   You are standing in the ditch and weeds with cars going by at 50+. MASON

227 Edsall Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 Road diet for Edsall Rd.  There is never much traffic on the section from Backlick to Industrial (every one is using Industrial as the cut through).  It would make nicer wakling and biking and be a improvement for the folks living along that stretch of road.MASON

261 22044, Falls Church, Virginia I would like to be able to safely walk to the school with my son. MASON

262 3228-3232 Sleepy Hollow Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042No sidewalk or trail MASON

265 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Lack of paved shoulder on this (north) side of Little River Tpk means bike riders need to move into traffic which moves quickly on this open stretch of road MASON

266 6601 Jupiter Hills Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Sidewalk from Pinecrest Vista ends just before reaching Little River. Hitting crosswalk button and using cross walk means going into the street or through flower beds and grass MASON

267 4716-4812 Randolph Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003This curve in particular is dangerous for walking because cars use all of Randolph, often speeding, as a cut-through to avoid light at Braddock and Little River MASON

268 Bank of America This shopping center is hard to get to from neighborhoods southwest of Lincolnia Road. See comments about walking and biking on Old Columbia Pike and Braddock Road MASON

285 Fountain Head Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 This roundabout by VDOT is not pedestrian-friendly. There is not adequate lighting there in the evening and cars do not slow down. We do not feel safe crossing during peak hours. MASON

286 7101-7199 Jayhawk St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 A lot of accidents in this area. Not only for pedestrian but cars speed down this stretch of road. MASON
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287 7412 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Not necessarily me but see individuals try to cross Little River to get to the shopping center. Either from Fairmont Apartments or Little River Square condos. MASON

288 4227 Wadsworth Ct, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 The Little River Tnpk Service Road is begging to be a multimodal area for cyclists and could even be a dedicated bus lane for the Pike Road WMATA bus MASON

355 7039 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Folks want to cross on the east side of John Marr and Columbia Pike from Burger King and Juke Box Diner. There is no crosswalk here. MASON

356 6643-6659 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Would love to ride my bike from Annandale to Falls Church, but crossing US 50 is a barrier MASON

363 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 In general, this area is really walkable, but I wish there was some kind of light here. Currently, it's a real challenge for pedestrians to cross the street here. We could cross further down the street, but the bus stop directly across the street here on Tyler is a major stop for people in the large Barcroft View apartment complex and there are always many people crossing this busy road. It always feels scary with so many cars whizzing past.MASON

386 6195-6199 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044The street, curb, and sidewalk is frequently damaged here due to heavy traffic, weight of the bus itself, and snow plows. Why can't the same type of cement/pavement used at the Seven Corners Transit Center be used at this location?MASON

387 6195-6199 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

388 3103 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

389 3103 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

390 3103 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

391 3103 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

392 3109 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

393 3109 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

394 3109 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

395 3111 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

396 6168-6168 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044A sidewalk needs to be placed here, running along next to the length of the Chateaux Condominium property. It is frequently traversed, a path has been developed in the ground from predestrians and bicyclists.MASON

397 2952-2966 Patrick Henry Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044The street and curb is frequently damaged here due to heavy traffic, weight of the bus itself, and snow plows. Why can't the same type of cement/pavement used at the Seven Corners Transit Center be used at this location? Why can't a hard surace/sidwalk be put there rather than a non-existant grass median?MASON

471 6565 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 No sidewalk/trail on south side of Columbia Pike from Mason District Park to Whispering Lane MASON

472 3600 Whispering Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 ADA ramp and trail connection needed from Bay Tree Lane to Lakeview Drive MASON

473 7415 Hamilton St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Trail access and segment connectivity needed along Medford Drive to Manassas Gap Railroad Park. MASON

485 4714 Minor Cir, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Sidewalk not complete on both sides of Little River Turnpike. MASON

487 6052-6064 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041There is a bike lane on Glen Carlyn road (which should be protected) but crossing rte 7 is very challenging and there is no bike lane for another 400 ft thru a dangerous curve. there are 4 cars parked on the side (which rarely move) which are blocking a potential bike lane. Pls consider making this intersection safer for us to bike thruMASON

490 Thomas Jefferson HS for Sci &amp; Tech Make it easier for students (and staff!) to walk, ride their bike, or take a Fairfax Connector route here. MASON

523 7200-7298 Westmoreland Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Unsafe to cross the street along Graham, between Westmoreland Rd and Arlington Blvd. Speed/frontage roads hill, no good signage for pedestrians, multiple entrances/exits - VERY DANGEROUS!MASON

524 3131-3139 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Unsafe to cross the street along Graham, between Westmoreland Rd and Arlington Blvd. Speed/frontage roads hill, no good signage for pedestrians, multiple entrances/exits - VERY DANGEROUS!MASON

525 3117-3129 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042UNSAFE! No Sidewalks that make sense, including parking lot lines. Unsafe to cross the street along Graham, between Westmoreland Rd and Arlington Blvd. Speed/frontage roads hill, no good signage for pedestrians, multiple entrances/exits - VERY DANGEROUS!MASON

526 7231 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Terrifying to try and cross across 50/frontage road or even cross Graham Rd. - Speeding, hills, multple entrance/exits, no clean even roads. MASON

527 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Terrifying to try and cross across 50/frontage road or even cross Graham Rd. - Speeding, hills, multple entrance/exits, no clean even roads. MASON

528 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Terrifying to try and cross across 50/frontage road or even cross Graham Rd. - Speeding, hills, multple entrance/exits, no clean even roads. MASON

529 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Terrifying to try and cross across 50/frontage road or even cross Graham Rd. - Speeding, hills, multiple entrance/exits, no clean even paths. UNSAFE. MASON

530 3110-3114 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Crosswalk is almost useless  - speeding, hill, multiple entrances/exits, cars turning, busy. Terrifying to try and use. Fearful walking, would be impossible with wheelchair or walker. MASON

531 Giant Food Fearful to cross Graham Rd at Westmoreland or anywhere along Graham Rd to get to Giant shopping and other stores. Speeding, multiple entrances/turning exits, hill, out of the way crosswalk tht does not have sidewalks that make sense or sufficient signage to make drivers stop.MASON

532 Mavana Nails & Waxing Fearful to cross Graham Rd. MASON

533 Advance Auto Parts Fearful to cross Graham Rd. And if I'm going to drive, I might as well go somewhere else so I don't have to deal with Graham and 50 - which can be terrifying - even in a car. MASON

534 Starbucks Fearful to cross Graham Rd. And if I'm going to drive, I might as well go somewhere else so I don't have to deal with Graham and 50 - which can be terrifying - even in a car. MASON

535 Hair Cuttery Fearful to cross Graham Rd. And if I'm going to drive, I might as well go somewhere else so I don't have to deal with Graham and 50 - which can be terrifying - even in a car. MASON

536 Thomas Jefferson Library Fearful to cross Graham Rd. And if I'm going to drive, I might as well go somewhere else so I don't have to deal with Graham and 50 - which can be terrifying - even in a car. MASON

538 Woodley pool swim and dive Afraid to cross Graham Rd. near Westmoreland Rd. MASON

539 7423 Camp Alger Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Fearful to cross Graham near Westmoreland to Vote. MASON

540 3201-3203 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Speeding,difficult to see crossing Graham at Strathmore St. Also fearful in a car. MASON

541 Bill Page Honda Sidewalks near Bill Page and McDonalds are crumbled and different levels. MASON

542 Walgreens sidewalks befor shopping center are crumbley MASON

543 Lee's Sandwiches Odd access to parking. because of temporary firestation? MASON

544 CVS This is our closest CVS because Loehman's Plaza closed. MASON

545 6680 Westcott Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Getting back in to neighborhood required crossing over someones lawn at the corner of Annandale and Barrett? Walker has to go out into the street.  No organic safe sidewalks that match up.MASON

546 7001-7007 Westmoreland Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042No sidewalks along Westmoreland on south side. Must walk on neighbors lawn or criss cross Westmoreland. MASON

547 7101-7109 Westmoreland Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042crossing north over Westmoreland Rd along only sidewalks on right side of Oak Ridge Rd - Crossing the street to continue on a sidewalks ends up in a neighbors lsawn and driveway. Need sidewalks on south side of Westmoreland.MASON

548 7100 Oak Ridge Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Sidewalk has bushes growing over the sidewalk. Apron is awkward for a wheelchair or rollinator. - north West corner of Oak Ridge Rd. and Alger Rd. No other sidewalk is avialable. MASON

551 Holmes Run Stream Valley Park Make a bike appropriate crossing MASON

552 Holmes Run Stream Valley Park Make a bike appropriate crossing MASON

553 Holmes Run Stream Valley Park Make a bike appropriate crossing MASON

554 4819 Bradford Dr, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 The north side of Bradford Drive is disconnected from the south side. Provide for a pedestrian/bike bridge and this will allow for a bike route that could connect to Heming Drive which connects to Lake Accotink's CCT.MASON

555 4024-4098 Thornton St, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Connect the Northwest side of Thornton St to the Southeast Thornton St. MASON

567 3351 Ardley Ct, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There is a strip of land here behind the school and behind the townhomes that would be a useful connection between glen forest and Columbia Pike. Area is hard to bike or walk but if paved it could be very accessible and helpful for pedestrians and bikersMASON

568 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Route 7 needs bike lanes and safe sidewalks! This road has many stretches without sidewalks, it's impossible to ride a bike along, and it is unsafe to cross by foot or bike. Get rid of the stupid service access roads that run along rt 7 and turn them into protected walk/bike paths.MASON

569 6028-6036 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041the sidewalk isn't complete in this stretch here and you have to walk through a dirt path in someones yard to go from one section to another between blair and gordon. seems dumb MASON

570 5865 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 sidewalk missing around this gas station MASON

584 5905-5905 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041No Sidewalk and weird ditch with drainage issues MASON

585 6500-6550 Church St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No sidewalks, curbs or anything on this street, can be dangerous to walk MASON
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586 6500-6550 Church St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 no sidewalk MASON

587 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 no sidewalk MASON

588 6020-6026 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041no sidewalk MASON

589 3517 Maple Ct, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 no crosswalk hand singnal MASON

600 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Intersection dangerous. Usually overgrown and pedestrians are not visible when crossing over. MASON

601 4001 Ancient Oak Ct, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Biking or walking toward Barcroft plaza from here is not an option (unsafe). A dedicated bike path connecting all of Coulbia Pike to the Four Mile Run trail would be ideal. MASON

602 4243-4299 Annandale Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003This intersection is a walking and biking nightmare, especially with a bike lane in Ravensworth. MASON

603 Holmes Run Stream Valley Park Stepping stones are dangerous. MASON

605 7129 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Walking/Biking/Crossing street on Columbia Pike very dangerous - highlighted during Taste of Annandale. MASON

610 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 Can’t get safely across here by bike. Also brutal for pedestrians. MASON

612 5708-5712 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041I would like to safely bike on Columbia Pike so I can shop in either Annandale or Bailey's Cross Roads, and/or commute towards Washington DC MASON

613 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No sidewalk MASON

614 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No sidewalk MASON

615 5908-5912 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041No sidewalk MASON

616 3501-3509 Blair Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No Blair Rd. crossing for students at bus stop or for pedestrians MASON

617 5820 Glen Forest Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Right of way for walkers is blocked and/or unmarked. MASON

618 5820 Glen Forest Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Right of way for walkers is blocked and/or unmarked. MASON

619 6300 Beachway Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 Walker access to public park is blocked and/or unmarked. MASON

620 3441-3447 Sleepy Hollow Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044No sidewalk MASON

621 3400-3472 Lake St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

622 6000 Knollwood Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

623 6001 Vista Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

624 6017 Vista Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

625 6014 Knollwood Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

626 3350 Glen Carlyn Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Parked cars block public bus designations throughout Culmore apartments. MASON

627 5715 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No sidewalk for pedestrians walking to stores. MASON

628 6177 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 Unsafe walking or biking MASON

701 6830 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Walking from Gallows road, you can follow a sidewalk to the service road, and then it dead ends here and there's no way to cross the the street.  It's a massive hazard. MASON

702 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Cars  never yield to pedestrians.  With small children this is very dangerous. MASON

703 3914 Whispering Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Roadway floods after every rain and remains a puddle for extended periods -- makes it hard for families to walk to school MASON

704 6290-6312 Lincolnia Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Lincolnia toad unsafe for walkers, bikers and drivers MASON

705 3105-3115 Sleepy Hollow Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042I want to walk all the the way from Columbia pike to 7 corners on Sleepy Hollow RD. MASON

706 3801-3899 N Rosser St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22311 Many pedestrians use N Rosser St. to walk even though there is no sidewalk / bike lane which is very unsafe. The street is wide enough for a bike lane which pedestrians could use. MASON

711 3101-3149 S Manchester St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044Lack of bike lane on Manchester disconnects access from Glencarlyn to W&OD trail - with high vehicle traffic should be protected MASON

717 Exit 2A, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 There needs to be better bike options to cross 395 at Edsall MASON

732 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 There is no safe way to move around seven corners as a cyclist or pedestrian MASON

750 3101-3149 S Manchester St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044busy road, enough space for 5 lanes (2 with chronically parked cars), can easily fit bike lanes with barrier. Need safe access from great Bluemont trails MASON

751 3145 Glen Carlyn Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 decent bike lane but gravel in the lanes has not been removed in 2 years. Would like barriers in the curvy parts where car speed is high. Road is very large and open and adding barriers should not be a problemMASON

752 730-732 S Carlin Springs Rd, Arlington, Virginia, 22204temporary barrier seems to be erected on carlin springs which would seem to be terrific for bicycling (I believe it is on Arlington side). Carlin springs is a major artery and needs a bike lane.MASON

779 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Bicycling across this bridge is not safe; there are holes where there used to be barrier poles.  Columbia pike is hard to bike down.  Recommend adding bike lines to columbia pike to separate bicycling from pedestriansMASON

780 5601-5603 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041Bicycling to and from the various trails and barcroft plaza should be more accessible.  Recommend adding bike lanes on columbia pike.  (or a shared bike/bus lane) MASON

790 Edsall Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 key highway crossing to link CCT at Lake Accotink to Cameron Run MASON

791 4713 Ravensworth Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 bike lane flakes out at this point on this highly trafficed road MASON

792 Hummer Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 dangerous intersection with potential for link to underpass and CCT. MASON

793 3517 Annandale Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 deadly intersection with no safe lane for crossing. Would connect Hummer and Annandale bike lanes MASON

794 3310 Brush Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 bike lane flakes out approaching dangerous intersection. MASON

795 3513 Annandale Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 bike lane flakes out - with low car visibilty and no shoulder MASON

797 Sleepy Hollow Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 bike lane ends abruptly in this dangerous intersection. Dediactetd connection to frontage road could ultimately link SLHR to Mason Park and Annandale center. MASON

801 7351-7399 Little River Tpke, Annandale, Virginia, 22003bike route signs and bike lanes dump into this deadly intersection and lead to nothing - connect to nothing. MASON

802 Balo Kitchen This business area includes the Block and is only accessibke through a busy dangerous parking lot and several busy intersections with poor visibilty. MASON

805 Braddock Rd, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 remove this bus stop... terrible location creates dangerous traffic for all modes. move to less trafficed section of road or onto side street. MASON

808 Backlick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 unsafe crossing for bikes and peds. No way to safely get from N springfield to VRE station MASON

810 5430-5498 Backlick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 leesville is a natural connection to CCT at lake accotink. if crossing improved heer at Backlick and path across 395 built at Edsal - could open up a large corridor from far our fairfax to old town and arlington by aeron run trail.MASON

811 Mason District Park bike trails through mason and connecting to SHR and LRTP could link annandale to Falls church and arlington MASON

812 6377 Edsall Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 parked cars and heavy traffic make this link from cameron run to lake accotink dangerous MASON

813 6249 Wilson Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 dangerous to get from bridge at 50 to any of the bike lanes on wilson or Broad or Roosevelt. Need a safe path to connect SHR to the lanes on wilson MASON

871 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 This crosswalk is extremely dangerous. When I commuted by bus, I would stand on a white strip trying to cross and count the vehicles speeding by in the two lanes immediately before me. Normal count was around 30. Highest was over 60. I'd get honked at, yelled at.  If a vehicle stopped for me, the one behind it would often swerve around and that driver, busy yelling at the stopped vehicle, doesn't even see me! I've almost been hit numerous times. After dark it is even worse!MASON

872 5600 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There is almost no space to safely stand at this intersection while waiting for the crossing light.  This also means the vehicles turning right from Carlin Springs onto Leesburg have poor visibility of pedestrians waiting at the corner and will turn when they get a green light without being able to see someone stepping out to cross with the crosslight.MASON

873 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 The area around this crossing light signal is a muddy mess any time it rains or snows. This is a barrier to mobility devices or anyone without the ability to jump over the mud. MASON
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874 5914 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 This (county owned?) stretch of sloping sidewalk, the primary connection between my neighborhood and the shopping center, is not maintained in winter.  I fell on the ice here last winter, long after all other area businesses and residences had clear walks.MASON

875 5828-5832 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041Sidewalks to nowhere.  I want to walk to this shopping center, but the sidewalks all stop at the start of the private property. To be a walkable destination, sidewalks should connect to the shops & restaurants.MASON

876 5707 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 No sidewalks for these business properties and landscaping makes it impossible to cross at the corner. Forced to cross in the middle of the road and walk behind cars parked in lots, where I'm not as visible.MASON

877 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 This sidewalk does not have a safe, paved entry into the shopping center.  I typically walk in the service road after crossing Rock Spring Ave., or if I stay on the sidewalk, must walk down the sloping grassy area into the parking lot.MASON

878 Seminary Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22311 The intersection of Seminary Rd and George Mason Dr only has one crosswalk MASON

902 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Sidewalk on Columbia Pike is not completed from bus stop at Tyler (Barcroft View Apts.) to Lacy Blvd. MASON

903 Bailey's Crossroads, Virginia Fair weather water crossings are non-accessible, slippery, dangerous and non-ADA compliant for an aging population; strollers and walkers are unable to cross using these stepping stones; need to redesigned for safer walking for all residents.MASON

904 3901 Barcroft Mews Ct, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041sidewalk is not completed - only a dirt path exists from end of road to trail prior to shopping center MASON

906 6300-6306 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041Braddock Road is extremely dangerous since there are no sidewalks on either side of the street from Lincolnia to Green Spring Garden - even more treacherous at night since there is NO lighting.MASON

907 4420 Braddock Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22312 Braddock Road is extremely dangerous since there are no sidewalks on either side of the street from Lincolnia to Green Spring Gardens - even more treacherous at night since there is NO lighting!MASON

908 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There is no sidewalk to walk along Route 7 in this area in order to cross over west of Columbia Pike MASON

909 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 I would like to be able walk / bike along Route 7 crossing the Columbia Pike intersection / exchange which is impossible right now because there is no sidewalk / bikepath at all. MASON

910 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 I would like to be able walk / bike along Route 7 crossing the Columbia Pike intersection / exchange which is impossible right now because there is no sidewalk / bikepath at all. MASON

911 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Ken MASON

912 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 I would like to be able walk / bike along Route 7 crossing the Columbia Pike intersection / exchange which is impossible right now because there is no sidewalk / bikepath at all. MASON

913 5707 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There is a crosswalk here, however it is basically unusable / dangerous because cars speed / do not stop. There needs to be a Flashing Beacon for Pedestrians which can be activated by a button. hereMASON

915 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There is a crosswalk here, however it is basically unusable / dangerous because cars speed / do not stop and there are 4 lanes to cross. There needs to be a Flashing Beacon for Pedestrians which can be activated by a button.MASON

917 5370-5472 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041There is a sidewalk here, however there are no parking restrictions on this stretch so there are always many large trucks parked here permanently, which really decreases visibility and safety for a walker. This needs to be a no parking zone here.MASON

918 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There are no sidewalks on this part of Leesburg Pike. One can not walk to any of the store even if one lives close by. MASON

919 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22044 There is no possible way to walk or bike this area at all. Something needs to be done to make it pedestrian / bicyclist friendlier. MASON

920 3790-3820 S George Mason Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041There is minimal sidewalk to get to skyline from S. George Mason MASON

921 Seminary Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 There should be bike lanes connecting the existing bike lanes on S. George Mason and Carlin Springs. MASON

927 3232 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Poor sidewalk, many have tripped and fell. MASON

928 3232 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Poor sidewalk, many have tripped and fell. MASON

933 4136 Whispering Ln, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 Sidewalk needed on Old Columbia to connect whispering to elm dale sidewalks and then on to rear entrance trail to mason district MASON

936 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 No walking/multiuse sidewalk/trail along Route 50 from inside to outside the Beltway connecting Merrifield (Gallows Road, Williams Drive and points west) to Fairview Park Drive, Jaguar Trail, and points east.MASON

957 Backlick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22151 No sidewalks exist on either side of the bridge over the train tracks here. Dangerous to pedestrians, and it’s an important connector to the grocery, VRE, mechanic, laundromat, etc. I see pedestrians and parents with strollers trying to cross in traffic daily.MASON

978 5609-5615 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041Sidewalk abruptly stops at 5613 Leesburg Pike heading west so there is no way to walk to the sidewalk on Seminary road and all the businesses on Seminary Road MASON

979 5520 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Sidewalk abrupty stops and goes nowhere. Can not walk westward to the sidewalk on Carlin Springs Road and further down on Leesburg Pike MASON

980 5600 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Crosswalk leading to no pedestrian walking area at all but a small grass area with a bush. No connecting sidewalks going North on Carlin Spring or going east or west on Leesburg Pike. It is really dangerous to use this crosswalk.MASON

981 3538 Carlin Springs Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22041 Crosswalk abruptly stops with no connection to the crosswalk on Carlin Springs and Seminary Road. MASON

1003 Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003 From Mason District Park to Whispering Lane, there is no sidewalk.  It is dangerous to walk in the street for that distance or to try to cross the street twice to walk on the other side of Columbia.  It is important to have a east side sidewalk from Barcroft to Evergreen.  Particularly a sidewalk from Whispering Lane to the Entrance to Mason District Park.MASON

1004 4213 Old Columbia Pike, Annandale, Virginia, 22003Very dangerous on both sides of Old Columbia - less than 1 foot of shoulder between a deep ditch and white line on road.  This spot is just below a rise, so it is difficult for drivers to see walkers until they are right on top of them.  The shoulder needs to be widened and a sidewalk added.  Many people use this route by foot to go between Lake Barcroft Plaza and to go to Elmdale to get to Home Depot area.MASON

1 9014 Cherrytree Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 The trail that runs all the way up to Alexandria and DC essentially ends here with no other option but the road before picking back up less than a mile closer to Rte 1 near the Gristmill Park.  This is a barrier to biking and running (particularly with pets) and would seem to be a relatively easy gap to fill.MOUNT VERNON

5 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 The entirety of Richmond Hwy is a barrier to everything. Barrier to the Mount Vernon Trail, transit, and destinations. MOUNT VERNON

7 5826 Biscayne Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 There isn’t an easy way to get from Kings Hwy/Route 1 to here - you have to go far out of the way because the streets don’t directly connect MOUNT VERNON

8 Mt Vernon District Park Would like to bike here, but Route 1 and other connecting streets are too scary to bike on MOUNT VERNON

20 5648-5698 Kathryn St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 sidewalks needed to protect pedestrians on this cut-through route between North Kings and Huntington MOUNT VERNON

24 2410-2414 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303No crosswalk on the west side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

25 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the west side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

26 5800-5814 Blaine Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk to cross Huntington Ave MOUNT VERNON

28 2200 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 A crosswalk across Huntington Ave here would facilitate access to Huntington Park MOUNT VERNON

29 6000-6004 Rixey Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Crosswalks here would protect pedestrian access to Fair Haven Community Center MOUNT VERNON

30 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the west side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

31 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Egregiously long distance between crosswalks on this stretch of Richmond Hwy (3 bus stops!). Protecting this intersection would be a good start; realistically need crosswalks at each bus stop.MOUNT VERNON

32 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the northeast side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

33 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No sidewalk or crosswalk across Richmond Hwy MOUNT VERNON

34 Chrysalis Protection and Wealth Solutions No crosswalk on the north side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

35 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the southwest side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

36 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the northwest side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

37 6120-6126 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the south side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

40 6214-6214 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the south side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

41 6224-6298 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 No crosswalk on the north side of this intersection MOUNT VERNON

42 Belle View Shop Center Feels unsafe to access except by car MOUNT VERNON

115 2116-2128 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 223034 lanes for car traffic that aren't needed.Volume is low, speeds are high. This road needs a road diet and protected bike lanes. It connects to bridges over 495, metro, homes, and shopping.MOUNT VERNON

116 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Drivers using the double right turn from Fort Hunt run the red light and don't yield to people in the cross walk. Most of my close calls in the area are at this intersection. Should be a no right on red.MOUNT VERNON

117 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Sidewalks are impossibly narrow here. The merge lane going southbound should be reclaimed for bike and walk space. MOUNT VERNON

118 2057-2063 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303Sidewalks are very narrow, hard to pass people safely. Hard to bike safely. Give Huntington a road diet please. MOUNT VERNON

142 2400-2404 Fairhaven Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303This intersection is bad for all users. A man was killed in the crosswalk here recently, a bicyclist was hit by a left turning driver. The signals should only allow one direction fron Fairhaven/Quander to go at a time. Fairhaven drivers split the single lane and play a game of chicken trying to make left turns. There is no crosswalk on the south side of the intersection. It's very scary as a person walking, biking, or driving to go through this intersection.MOUNT VERNON
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164 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Getting from the bike highway overpass onto Huntington isn't clear here and involves merging into traffic from the left lane as other cars merge from the right. Having clearer lanes/directions printed on the street showing where cyclists are going for cars would be helpful!MOUNT VERNON

171 9211 Ox Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Barrier to walking, biking and trail. Completing the multi-use trail from 123 to Silverbrook Rd would complete many trail and neighborhood connections, particularly the stretch between 123 and Lorton Road where many people now walk in the street (4 lane divided highway).MOUNT VERNON

177 2055 Huntington Ave, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 A very busy bus stop and crossing located here. Yesterday, I needed to cross and stood off the curb in the crosswalk and waited no less than 5 minutes for drivers to stop, including a REX bus driver (who doesn't stop at that location) didn't even slow down as I tried to proceed across. This road needs a road diet, bike lanes, and refuge islands.MOUNT VERNON

183 Mt Vernon High School MV High School MOUNT VERNON

202 Telegraph Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 There are (unprotected) bike lanes along Telegraph Rd. north and south of Fairfax County Pkwy. However, there are no bike lanes across the overpass at all. MOUNT VERNON

203 22079, Lorton, Virginia I bike to Mason Neck frequently from points north of Telegraph Road. MOUNT VERNON

206 Belle Haven Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Gotta play Frogger across the parkway to get to the trail. MOUNT VERNON

207 Belle View Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Gotta play Frogger across the parkway to get to the trail. MOUNT VERNON

208 Belle View Baptist Church Trail is extremely narrow and in poor condition. I've asked VDOT, FCPA, and FCDOT who owns and maintains this side path and no one will claim it. MOUNT VERNON

209 7516 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Narrow and poorly maintained sidepath ends into a high speed slip lane with no safe way to cross or connect to the Sherwood Hall bike lane MOUNT VERNON

210 Sherwood Hall Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Bike lanes ends. If I want to access the bad trail on the southbound side of Fort Hunt, I have to go the wrong way up the slip lane or make a left turn with the car traffic then make an illegal left turn to get over to the trailMOUNT VERNON

211 2606-2642 Sherwood Hall Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306Bike lane just ends and dumps me into high-speed card traffic. Remove the turn lanes and keep the bike lanes continuous. MOUNT VERNON

212 3000-3004 Sherwood Hall Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306People park cars in the bike lanes here. I've reported it several times to FCPD, but they don't enforce. MOUNT VERNON

213 3006-3102 Sherwood Hall Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306Bike lanes end and car lanes go from 1 to 3. Really scary and hard to merge into the car lane free-for-all here. MOUNT VERNON

223 7478 Larne Ln, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 The sidewalk ends here.  A sidewalk/shared use path along Rolling Rd/Pohick would connect the neighborhoods along these roads to the paths on Rt. 1 and Telegraph. MOUNT VERNON

224 7474-7498 Lockport Pl, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Create a connection between Lockport Pl and Pollen St.  Currently there is a natural surface path that is always a muddy mess.  It is one way to get to where the path starts on Pohick.  Since the section of Pohick from Cullum to Lagrange doesn't have a sidewalk.MOUNT VERNON

281 I-95 S, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Connect the Occoquan Regional Park with Meadowwood and Pohick Bay Regional Park under I95 and the railroad to Route 1 MOUNT VERNON

306 Occoquan Park The County Connector Trail purportedly ends at the Occoquan.  However, the segment south of Wakefield park is extremely badly marked.  It needs more signs to indicate where the trail goes.MOUNT VERNON

309 7600-7608 Pohick Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 There are no sidewalks.  There are man made paths in the dirt and grass area from walkers. MOUNT VERNON

310 Pohick Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 If you choose to ride your bike in the street it is very dangerous. There are sight distance problems because of the vertical profile curve.  Vehicles would not see the biker until it is too late.MOUNT VERNON

311 8506-8508 Alban Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is now where to walk across this bridge.  The vehicles speeds are high.  The vehicle sight distance is substandard and the vehicles speed.  Lastly, the lanes widths are 11' maximum, which leaves no room for walking.MOUNT VERNON

312 8500-8504 Alban Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is now where to bike across this bridge.  The vehicles speeds are high.  The vehicle sight distance is substandard and the vehicles speed.  Lastly, the lanes widths are 11' maximum, which leaves no room for biking.MOUNT VERNON

314 8321-8351 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

316 8330-8368 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

317 7829 Newington Woods Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

319 8413-8443 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

320 8450-8490 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

323 8547-8591 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

324 8518-8604 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

327 8618-8644 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. MOUNT VERNON

329 8317 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk.  You must walk in the street.  Vehicle speeds are high. MOUNT VERNON

330 8313-8315 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk.  You must ride in the street.  Vehicle speeds are high. MOUNT VERNON

336 8409-8429 Backlick Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Bike lanes on Cinderbed are being added here, but this intersection is super-wide, hard to cross, and has no crosswalks, signage, or anything to slow drivers down to a safe speed. MOUNT VERNON

401 Newington, Virginia This section of the CCT is badly in need of maintenance. It is eroding, uneven and unpaved. MOUNT VERNON

421 22152, Springfield, Virginia The fair weather crossing of the stream in this area is essentially a barrier to bicycling, as well as to mobility for anyone who is unsure of his/her ability to cross safely MOUNT VERNON

426 6081-6099 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307There's actually a bus stop on the east side of Fort Hunt Road here. The sign is covered in the pushes and you would have to stand on the road to wait for the bus. Good luck to whoever has to use this stop. Very unsafeMOUNT VERNON

456 10201-10249 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Need to extend the mutiuse path to route 1. It is especially scary to ride my bike on the section between Old Cholchester Road and Route 1 MOUNT VERNON

457 Mason Neck State Park I want to be able to ride my bike here from Lorton and Alexandria MOUNT VERNON

465 6501-6599 Boulevard Vw, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307As a Driver There are too many people crossing to get to the neighborhoods or trails. There needs to be a crosswalk here and some lighting for visibility MOUNT VERNON

466 George Washington Memorial Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307As a Driver There are too many people crossing to get to the neighborhoods or trails. There needs to be a crosswalk here and some lighting for visibility MOUNT VERNON

481 6201-6299 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307The sidewalk here ends abruptly forcing pedestrians to walk on Fort Hunt Road MOUNT VERNON

482 Batter Sea Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 This is dangerous crossing point.  It has a crossing guard during school drop off and pick up however this is a destination for many members of the community.  Cars sometimes stop for pedestrians however, vehicles behind the stopped car can bypass on the "shoulder" making for a very dangerous crossing point.  Please add a refuge island, there is plenty of space.MOUNT VERNON

483 8505-8509 Old Mt Vernon Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309Please fix this crossing point.  It is not as bad as the east side of the High School, near Battersea Lane, however, this location has a very wide road that allows cars to bypass vehicles waiting for pedestrians in the crosswalk.MOUNT VERNON

484 3000 Battersea Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Cars traveling SB on Mt. Vernon Highway regularly turn left into Riverside Estates.  Left turning vehicles can be easily bypassed by cars continuing south on Mt. Vernon Highway.  IT IS EXTREMLY DANGEROUS WHEN CARS STOP FOR PEDESTRIANS and vehicles behind the stopped car try to bypass thinking the car is turning left.  I have experienced several near misses at this location.  I will not let my kids cross the street by themselves here.MOUNT VERNON

491 6109 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 I just watched a family of 5, 2 adults and 3 small kids on bikes, wait for 5 minutes at the edge of a crosswalk to cross a 4-lane car sewer in order to get to the school across the street. Not one driver stopped for them. We refuse to make drivers wait 20 seconds for anything, but a family trying to have a nice, active afternoon out is put at risk by this dangerous, overbuilt road.MOUNT VERNON

492 5941 N Kings Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 Narrow, old sidewalks next to a high-speed, 4 lanes road, makes it very unsafe for people walking. As the main connection to/from the Metro and community, this road needs to be traffic-calmed and enhanced for people walking and biking.MOUNT VERNON

494 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303 An informal footpath connecting the GW connector paved trail and the pedestrian-friendly Old Richmond Highway exists under the Rt.1 overpass. Recommend formalizing this trail which can be flooded in wet weather.MOUNT VERNON

495 5801-5807 Cameron Run Ter, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303Requesting footpath to connect the pedestrian trail along the dyke to Rt.1 pedestrian trails. MOUNT VERNON

496 Huntington, Virginia Huntington is a terminal metro stop at a location with close proximity to Old Town, GW trail, and the wider Fairfax County trail network. Why not leverage this unique city-county-trail connection and treat Huntington as a City-Trail hub? Encourage healthy, active lifestyles, local tourism, etc.MOUNT VERNON

505 4007 Old Mill Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Old Mill Rd from Mt Vernon Memorial Hwy to Lukens Ln is a major walking and running route and is also used to access the local bus transportation.  Due to the lack of sidewalks pedestrians must use the road.  This creates a dangerous situation for both drivers and pedestrians due to the narrow road and deep drainage ditches on both sides.MOUNT VERNON

507 8401-8499 Mt Zephyr Dr, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309Would like to see this track renovated; there is not enough dedicated track space in the county. MOUNT VERNON

549 8068-8098 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22308Sidewalk is missing a section on Fort Hunt Road near Collingwood, forcing walkers and riders into the busy street. There are other sections of Fort Hunt missing pathways as well - very dangerous.MOUNT VERNON

556 Belle View Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 This intesection is very dangerous to cross on a bike or walking.  Traffic is too fast and heavy at certina parts of the day and there many cars are turning into and out of Belle View Rd.  This intersection needs a pedestrian bridge or a stop light.MOUNT VERNON

592 Southrun Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No bike lanes north of Southrun Rd on Pohick Rd. MOUNT VERNON

593 22153, Springfield, Virginia Stream crossing often inundated MOUNT VERNON

594 7814-7816 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Bike lanes end at Creekside View Ln heading east. MOUNT VERNON

597 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Dangerous trail crossing of Hooes Rd due to motor vehicle speed and inadequate crossing safety design. MOUNT VERNON

651 Donald W Reynolds Museum I've biked from Herndon to Mt. Vernon using the W&OD, 4 Mile Run and MVT. Great network that we can continue to expand upon. Keep up the good work! MOUNT VERNON

707 8100-8168 Silverbrook Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 It is dangerous to turn left off Silverbrook onto Lorton road so I can ride a bike to the gym in Gunston plaza. MOUNT VERNON
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714 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Fort Hunt road need biking share chevrons MOUNT VERNON

719 Mt Vernon Trl, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 The MVT between Stratford and Mt Vernon is not multiuse... is too curved, undulating and poiluated with pedestrians.  Considef share chevrons on the GW Parkway this far south to Mt Vernon.MOUNT VERNON

720 George Washington Memorial Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309There needs to be shared bike lanes in and around Mt. Vernon.  The trail doesnt cut it, and it is congested with tourists. MOUNT VERNON

721 Mt Vernon Memorial Hwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309The multi-use/bike path essentially stops here and bikers must use the road to bike from the trail along Route 1 or Jeff Todd Way to the Mount Vernon Trail MOUNT VERNON

722 7664R Fullerton Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Microbrewery is hard to access via walking or bicycle. MOUNT VERNON

723 Terminal Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Microbrewery is impossible to access by walking, running, or biking. MOUNT VERNON

724 Fairfax County Pkwy, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 There is no cross walk or ability to stop traffic to cross this road. MOUNT VERNON

725 Fairfax County Pkwy, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Bikers are unable to easily cross Fairfax County Parkway to access the industrial park. Specifically unhelpful for bicycle meetups at the microbrewery. MOUNT VERNON

733 9826-9832 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Barrier to biking, walking and running. The sidewalk on Gunston Road ends and does not start again until past the Pohick Golf Corse. MOUNT VERNON

734 9826-9832 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 This is also a barrier to public transit, commerce and access to parks and recreation for the residents of Mason Neck and the residential communities in Lorton. MOUNT VERNON

735 10301-10361 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Bike Trail abruptly ends at Golf course leaving no choice but to walk on or ride on Gunston Road now overwhelmed by visitors to the parks. MOUNT VERNON

736 10401-10411 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 County maintained trails through Camp Wilson and Meadowood Park restrict access to bicycles even though it has been demonstrated countless times that multi use trails benefit the whole community rather than serve a small segment of elites.MOUNT VERNON

737 Pohick Bay Regional Park Access to trails should be granted to mountain bicycles on County Property. Pohick Bay Park and Camp Wilson belong to the residents of Fairfax County and bicycles should not be excluded. Multiuse trails will ease the stresses on the small 3 mile loop currently available at Gunston Elementary and will be fair to all residents alike.MOUNT VERNON

738 10707-10799 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Asphalt bike path end here. The trail should continue all the way to Hallowing Point so that cyclists are not exposed to the dangers of the speeding traffic on Gunston Road. Motorists routinely run close to cyclists and ‘roll Coal’ on cyclists on this segment of Gunston. This would also provide access to parks and commerce to the residents of Mason Neck and allow visitors to Mason Neck to safely access the community.MOUNT VERNON

739 6459-6599 High Point Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Mason Neck State Park should provide bicycle access to all cyclists on their trails. There are miles of trails that are underutilized and cyclists are excluded. These public lands should be available to all and not exclude certain segments of the population.MOUNT VERNON

740 Mason Neck National Wildlife Refuge Trails should be made accessible to cyclists. Currently cyclists are excluded even though the existing trails are underutilized. Trails should be available to all segments of the population.MOUNT VERNON

742 10707-10799 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 I agree with the comments regarding bile access to trails. It is dangerous for bikers to have to share the road when there are numerous trails that are barred to them. My son and brother are avid cyclists and I always worry they’ll get killed. Also it would be great to have trail rules posted such as keeping to the right and keeping dogs from ranging back and forth. This causes distress for both walkers and cyclists. If there was signage, walkers would better understand cyclists’ frustration.MOUNT VERNON

769 6101-6199 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307Not safe to walk to the metro because of the no sidewalks/ not kept up trail by the country club. MOUNT VERNON

770 St Lukes Episcopal Church Would like to walk to the Saturday Church farmers market but don’t because of lack of sidewalks on ft hunt road. MOUNT VERNON

822 Walgreens The Hollin Hall Shopping Center has many useful stores. MOUNT VERNON

823 Hollin Hall Senior Center The Hollin Hall Senior Center offer valuable services to the community MOUNT VERNON

824 Sherwood Regional Library it's currently difficult for me to access the library on foot MOUNT VERNON

825 6263-6365 Quander Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 the bike lane ends here, dumping bikes straight into busy traffic MOUNT VERNON

834 6229-6261 Quander Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 While someone on a bike is going down the hill around a blind curve, they have to suddenly move into the car lane, and while moving perhaps faster than normal and drivers coming around the blind corner suddenly have a cyclist in the travel lane. This could be fixed by removing the small amount of on street parking near the intersection. This parking is NOT used by nearby residents, but used as overflow parking by the auto dealership.MOUNT VERNON

894 Newington Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 The one-car tunnel on Newington Road under the rail bridge does not allow a safe way for pedestrians to get to or from Loisdale Road. It is very dangerous for those trying to get from the hotel to the microbrewery on the other side of the tunnel.MOUNT VERNON

895 6616 Newington Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 The southeast section of Newington Road leading to Telegraph Road has no sidewalk or even berm for pedestrians to walk. MOUNT VERNON

896 22315, Alexandria, Virginia There is a nice paved path that follows the high voltage lines but dead ends right here. It would be helpful if it connected with Cinderbed Road and points beyond. MOUNT VERNON

914 Wadebrook Ter, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Paved trail is blocked with a gate. Able bodied walkers and bikers can go around, but a wheelchair cannot. Please make this wheelchair accessible. Cheap and easy - remove the gate! MOUNT VERNON

916 Newington, Virginia Stepping stones/cement pads are a barrier for a wheelchair and dangerous. My friend recently had to pull a man to safety who had fallen off the stones and badly broken his leg. MOUNT VERNON

947 2501 Beacon Hill Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Scary to ride in these bike lanes, drivers go too fast. Needs to be protected lanes. MOUNT VERNON

1010 Pohick Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Riding through Pohick in this section is extremely dangerous. There is no shoulder and no sidewalks. The dirt rut walkers have formed in the grass has eroded the soil so that conduit / wires to the street lights are exposed. This should be a major safety issue in itself. The side of the road could accommodate a shared use path or sidewalk to eliminate the hazards.MOUNT VERNON

1011 South Run Stream Valley Park The stepping stones to cross this stream is impassible unless the river is very low (no rain for weeks). Additionally, bikes often slip on the algae riding across these 2 back-to-back crossings resulting in a crash on the boulders in the river... even in slow flowing water, the bottoms are slicker than mucus.MOUNT VERNON

1012 Newington Forest Ave, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no crosswalk from Winding Way across Newington Forest to the multi-use side path across the street. Due to the deep culvert, it is very difficult to climb across with a bicycle or for older people just trying to walk.MOUNT VERNON

1013 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Worth adding another comment. A crosswalk w/ light is needed. This afternoon as I crossed the road in front of a kindly stopped motorist, another car flew down the hill behind them and laid on their horn. extremely dangerous crossing from 3:30-7pmMOUNT VERNON

1014 8846-8848 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Hooes Rd south from FFX Cty Pkwy has a side path which is great. The path crosses Newington Forest goes half way down the valley to where the Southern trail is but ends abruptly only half a block before reaching the path. why? You can almost access southrun trail. The same lack of sidewalk, shoulder, or bike lane is on the other side from the path. Kids often walk south on homes in the road to get up out of the valley. There is zero shoulder.MOUNT VERNON

1015 8463 Rushing Creek Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 This section of the path is in disrepair and totally unridable. steep hairpin turn is poorly engineered. MOUNT VERNON

1019 8058 Alban Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22150 There is no reasonable way to cycle along FFX Cty Pkwy across I-95 and continue toward Ft. Belvoir. The pedestrian bridge over I-95 to the north is NOT an option as option as the Loisdale Rd side path is completely destroyed/unusable.MOUNT VERNON

1020 10201-10237 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 There is a parking lot for cycling at Meadowood on Gunston; however, you must ride in the narrow road for a half mile before the multi-use path to Mason Neck State Park begins. connecting the path up to this parking lot would make riding mason neck much safer.MOUNT VERNON

1021 9870-9998 Gunston Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 I would ride from Rte 1 to the Gunston Rd.multi-use trail but it too likely I will be hit by a car. no sidewalk, no shoulder, no bike lane, no multi-use path. It makes no sense as Mason Neck has SO MANY parks and bike trails people visit. finish the missing connection and reduce cars REQUIRED for cyclists to access this area.MOUNT VERNON

1022 8983-8987 Hooes Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Please add a bicycle lane on Hooes Rd to connect neighborhoods just north to the Laurel Hill trail area. Through this section there are several narrow, twisty turns close to trees even making this road unsafe to cycle along.MOUNT VERNON

1025 7658-7678 Pohick Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 The multiuser trail has sunk before the bridge over the highway. Dangerous hard edge to "jump" so you don't dent your rim. MOUNT VERNON

1026 6966-6990 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307FCPA trail from park sb ends dumping not Fort Hunt Road with bad sight lines, especially right turning traffic.  Need yield to bike/ped sign for right turning traffic MOUNT VERNON

1027 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Need to install curb ramp to connect to FCPA trail from Fort Hunt Road.  Lots of pavement here - need a bike lane too and a crosswalk over to the trail on the NB side by the school MOUNT VERNON

1028 Belle View Blvd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 need high visibility crosswalks all four sides and leading pedestrian interval, no right turn on red.  Too much priority for cars and no time for people with the signals the way they are MOUNT VERNON

1029 7113 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 Lots of pavement wasted in front of Paul Spring Retirement - need a climbing lane on uphill NB side MOUNT VERNON

1030 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307 need buffered bike lane across striped area to link the two side paths on both sides of Sherwood Hall MOUNT VERNON

1031 Schneider Grant H II DDS PA Grocery Store and coffee shop MOUNT VERNON

1032 2213 Collingwood Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22308 This is a completely underutilized natural area where trails are needed both in the park and a safer way to get to the park and future trails MOUNT VERNON

1033 2498-2498 Parkers Ln, Alexandria, Virginia, 22306 Students should be able to walk or ride a bicycle to school more easily and safely MOUNT VERNON

1036 22309, Alexandria, Virginia This is a completely underutilized natural where access and trails would benefit a completely underserved community MOUNT VERNON

1037 10060 Ox Rd, Lorton, Virginia, 22079 Need trail access along the Occoquan River all the way to Fountainhead - should able to extend BROT from Bull Run to Mason Neck MOUNT VERNON

1041 4824 Welford St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Install a bike path that connects the trails in Muddy Hole Park and Mount Vernon Woods Park using the utility corridor. People already use this for walking. MOUNT VERNON

1046 Pole Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Upgrade trail along Pole and add a sidewalk on the south side. MOUNT VERNON

1047 Jeff Todd Way, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, 22060 Add sidewalk on E side. MOUNT VERNON

1052 4800-4804 Lawrence St, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Bike lanes on Laurence would be nice MOUNT VERNON

1054 22309, Alexandria, Virginia Boundary Trail MOUNT VERNON

1055 8400 Leaf Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22309 Pole Road is narrow and terrifying on foot or bike. The sidewalks is very deteriorated. MOUNT VERNON

1056 Jeff Todd Way, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, 22060 Safer crossing and better access to shared use path along Jeff Todd. MOUNT VERNON

1057 Jeff Todd Way, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, 22060 Shared Use Paths on both sides of Jeff Todd MOUNT VERNON
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1164 George Washington Memorial Pkwy, Alexandria, Virginia, 22308The GW pkwy would be an amazing place to ride a road bike. Unfortunately, for some unknown reason, bicycles are prohibited from the road (despite being constant feted a vehicle is being th the ame rights and responsibilities). In place of this lovely, flat, desirable road… the cyclist is directed to use aside path which has more buckles and broen Pavement than the abandoned streets of Chernobyl. That lovely part (unequal in every way to the road) is also littered with pedestrians and kids.MOUNT VERNON

1211 6001-6013 Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Virginia, 22307Barrier to walk to trail, bus stop comm. pool No cross walk. I would like to walk to Safeway, hardware store. MOUNT VERNON

1212 8203-8299 Rushing Creek Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153difficult river crossing MOUNT VERNON

1214 8332-8398 Magic Leaf Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153nature trail starts here, but there is a curb. no way to ride a bike up other than using neighboring house's driveway. MOUNT VERNON

1215 South Run Stream Valley Park some work needed here to connect all the trails at the junction and smooth out. trails appear to have been washed out eroded over time. MOUNT VERNON

1217 Curving Creek Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 the path / sidewalk has stairs here. unusable by bikes or scooters MOUNT VERNON

16 22124, Oakton, Virginia Difficult Run is unpassable between Vale Rd and Fox Mill Rd, effectively blocking any walkers or hikers on the west side neighborhoods from using the CCT. A bridge or ford here would allow multiple HOA trails coming dfown from Fox Dam, Country Pl, Sweetwood Ln and Berryland Dr to make progress towards Miller Rd or points East of Difficult RunPROVIDENCE

43 2800-2868 Nutley St, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Unlit bus stop, super sketchy PROVIDENCE

45 2800-2842 Brook Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There should be stop signs at both intersections of Westover, Linden Lane, Brook Drive and Meadow. It’s dangerous to cross the street when cars are parked at the corners and folks on foot have to yield to speeding cars.PROVIDENCE

46 2842 Brook Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Crowded parking area reduces visibility and no stop sign makes walking dangerous as cars can’t see people and don’t stop because there are no stop signs going down Brook Drive crossing over a Westover St.PROVIDENCE

47 12109-12129 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Sidewalk needed on Waples Mill Road to connect West Ox Rd with Center Way PROVIDENCE

57 Saks Fifth Avenue Need better bike access from Vienna to Tysons corner shopping PROVIDENCE

63 Gallows Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Similar to the Purple Line in Maryland, please create a Bus Rapid Transitway starting from Old Town Alexandria, to Springfield, to Annandale, to Merrifield, to Tysons. PROVIDENCE

71 3032-3034 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042This stretch of graham road is very unsafe for pedestrians. There is no barrier to traffic, traffic regularly exceeds double the posted speed limit, minimal ped-crossings, the limited ped-crossing lack proper lighting and are very dangerous due excessive speeding, and lack of lighting.PROVIDENCE

72 2910 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Lack of pedestrian safety. Vehicles regularly exceed double posted speed limit, no barrier between pedestrians and traffic, no ped crossing areas. PROVIDENCE

73 7133 Tyler Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There should be a stop sign here. This allows cars to turn safely, and limits excessive speeding. This would also allow the neighborhood to be more connected as the streets separated by Graham are no longer connected due to lack of ped-crossing's and the excessive speed by vehicles.PROVIDENCE

74 2843-2855 Graham Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042The ped-crossing lacks adequate lighting for safe passage after dark PROVIDENCE

75 7216 Rice St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 The park lacks amenities, and is very run-down. The neighborhood expects better services for the community. PROVIDENCE

90 Tysons Corner Ctr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The median here does not extend all the way to the crosswalk. This makes the intersection very long to cross. That's not to mention there's only a crosswalk on one side of the intersection.PROVIDENCE

91 8000-8098 Tysons Corner Ctr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Instead of continuing along Tysons One Place towards the Metro station, the sidewalk here ends. PROVIDENCE

94 1600 International Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 It's possible to walk on the sidewalk, but difficult to bike here, which is where The Boro is and will be. PROVIDENCE

161 2752-2760 Annandale Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Sidewalk abruptly stops with no safe way to cross the street PROVIDENCE

163 9524 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 There is no sidewalk, but lots of places to go to in all directions (metrorail, grocery store, restaurants, etc.). PROVIDENCE

180 Eakin Park This is a great park and trail we use frequently PROVIDENCE

184 Little River Tpke, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 My daughter walks to school and to the shopping centers at Pickett Road and Little River Tnpk every school day but does not feel very safe walking along Little River Turnpike between Prince William Dr and Pickett Rd.PROVIDENCE

188 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 This intersection lacks a crosswalk. PROVIDENCE

197 3328-3372 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Glad that a crossing was added to the Cross County Trail at Prosperity. Feels so much safer. We should have more of these in the county. PROVIDENCE

198 3101-3217 Barkley Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Need sidewalks or a shared use path on Barkley Drive. I see home care workers traveling from the bus stp at Barkley and ROute 50 into the Mantua neighborhood early in the morning and late in the evening and they, along with the children in the neighborhood, need a safe way to travel on the key access road. Especially to the cross county trailPROVIDENCE

248 2332-2398 Barbour Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Barbour Rd. needs sidewalks PROVIDENCE

249 2333-2399 Barbour Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043A lot of kids live on this street and would like to bike, roll, ride without worrying about speeding cars. PROVIDENCE

250 2401-2465 Buckelew Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046Want to walk, bike to the pool, need sidewalks PROVIDENCE

257 Bushman Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Lack of north/south crosswalk to get across Blake Lane is a barrier to those south of Blake accessing the shopping center, library, etc to the north PROVIDENCE

263 3109-3119 Williams Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Unable to easily send clients to walk to the Food Bank (Food for Others) and it is also too far for someone to carry milk (1 mile from the bus station). Only clients with a car have been able to pick up food from the food bank. Many of our clients live in Falls Church near Woodrow Wilson library  and they have to take several buses (3) to get to our Federally Qualified Health Center. Since our clinic moved from Bailey's crossroads to Merrifield, there hasn't been an adjustment in bus access.PROVIDENCE

276 8529-8529 Tyco Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 The bike path here just stops. Proper stops. There’s just a curb with no merge area into the road or surrounding areas. PROVIDENCE

293 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 This part of Route 29 desperately needs a sidewalk starting from Ellenwood Drive east. Ideally, it should go all the way to Gallows Road, but even just starting with a small walkway to Mainstone Drive would be very useful. If one is walking from Espana Court and needs to cross 29 to get to Mainstone for example, there is no sidewalk and no crosswalk.PROVIDENCE

301 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The steep drop off and lack of shoulder make this stretch of Prosperity extremely dangerous.  Pedestrians have to walk on the roadway. Somebody will get killed here if nothing is done to fix this problem.PROVIDENCE

302 3346 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Lack of shoulder forces bikes onto roadway for this busy road. There should be bike access to the County Connector Trail. PROVIDENCE

303 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The lack of a shoulder or trail is a barrier for local residents to get to Eakin park and the county connector trail. PROVIDENCE

307 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Literally feel like I’m going to die every time I walk to Harris Teeter and have to cross prosperity Avenue. No cars stop in front of Harris Teeter. There needs to be a blinking light or some sort of better signal so that cars recognize pedestrians are ready to cross.PROVIDENCE

308 8540-8598 Hilltop Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Speeding on Hilltop Road between Cedar Lane and Old Lee Hey is a safety concern for pedestrians and bikers. PROVIDENCE

332 9215 Briary Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 My son tried to cross the street from one side of little River tnpk/main st to get to the other to go to school at Woodson High School, but half way through the cars starting honking. There’s no time between all the traffic lights to get across walking across the intersection. Now he’s scared to go walking or biking to school and prefers to take the school bus though the school is less than a mile awayPROVIDENCE

333 Cedar Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 on Cedar Lane from Cottage Street to the WO&D trail is dangerous for bikes. (all the way to Gallows Rd) PROVIDENCE

334 2698-2700 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The sidewalk on the northwest part of Prosperity ends and forces me to cross Prosperity twice in order to get to the metro for my commute. Is there a way to fix the sidewalk gap along the northwest part of Prosperity so our community does not have to cross the street twice? It is worth noting that I often have to run across the street because cars never stop for pedestrians.PROVIDENCE

335 2832 Cedar Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Would it be possible to install a sidewalk on Cedar Lane between 66 and Lee Highway? Right now many people walk in this busy street and it is very dangerous. A stretch of sidewalk between Willowmere Dr and Emil Way would help a lot with minimal construction. It would keep many people from walking in a busy street!PROVIDENCE

337 Hilltop Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 prosperity ave between Hilltop Rd and Rt 50 is dangerous for biking PROVIDENCE

338 Chichester Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 No sidewalks on Hwy 50 are a barrier walking from Mantua to Mosaic PROVIDENCE

339 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Connecting Circle Towers and adjacent neighborhoods to Nutley leading to Pan Am, and for Boulevard Estates leading towards Blake Lane/Circle Towers Shopping, Groceries. This would also connect to the trail network without having to cross Route 50.PROVIDENCE

340 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Break in Sidewalk connecting Nutley and adjacent neighborhood. Myself and others currently use the shoulder of 29 to get around this break in sidewalk, but it would be safer to maintain the sidewalk to the crosswalks further up route 29. Crossing Route 29 then Nutley at that intersection can take up to 5 minutes depending on timing of the lights leading to pedestrians finding alternate paths including this one.PROVIDENCE

341 2801 Cedar Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Pedestrians are required to walk IN THE STREET on Cedar Ln between Hilltop Rd and Lee Highway. No shoulders, no sidewalks exist. PROVIDENCE

342 2708 Occidental Dr, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Existing narrow Cedar Ln sidewalk just north of I-66 underpass is very hazardous with holes, root damage, bumps, uneven surfacess. There is no useful lighting at night. PROVIDENCE

343 I-66 E, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 Sidewalk missing on north side of Prosperity Avenue between 2700 Prosperity and Dunn Loring Merrifield Rail Station PROVIDENCE

344 3220 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 No sidewalks along Prosperity to Eakin Park PROVIDENCE

345 3317 Mantua Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 A county-built concrete sidewalk already exists from Mantua Dr to the border of Sally Ormsby Park, but ends in the woods with no access to the nearby CCT. PROVIDENCE

357 3212 Cantrell Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Connectivity from Blake/Pickett along 50 is needed here. PROVIDENCE

358 9583-9599 Saintsbury Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 North/South bound cycling at this intersection connects the CCT to W&OD and cyclists have to dismount and enter the sidewalk to trigger a light change. PROVIDENCE

359 Vaden Dr, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 North/South bound cycling at this intersection connects the CCT to W&OD and cyclists have to dismount and enter the sidewalk to trigger a light change. PROVIDENCE

360 8533 Crestview Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Lack of sidewalk on Prosperity limits ability to walk to/through Mantua PROVIDENCE

369 2826 Cedar Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Would be great to have sidewalks on cedar lane connecting the bridge across 66 to Lee highway PROVIDENCE

371 S Penderbrook Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Cannot ride bike from Penderbrook to Fair Oaks Mall PROVIDENCE
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377 Dolley Madison Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

378 Dolley Madison Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

379 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

380 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

381 Exit 46A, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

382 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

383 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

384 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

385 1914-1916 Chain Bridge Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102The proposed WMATA 2021 budget will have McLean station closed. Sidewalks should be added to this stretch of the road to reach the open Tysons Corner Station because it is the shortest distance between the two sations.PROVIDENCE

409 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Break in sidewalk or trail along this portion of the road to connect to adjacent neighborhood PROVIDENCE

410 10715-10801 Miller Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Trail and fair weather crossing are overgrown causing you to cross the street or walk in the street and the road is narrow and cars speed through this section of Miller road. PROVIDENCE

411 10837-10999 Miller Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Sidewalk stops and you have to walk in the road to connect to the trail PROVIDENCE

412 10422-10444 White Granite Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Sidewalk stops and there is not a good crossing on this curve of road. Sidewalk should continue PROVIDENCE

413 10376-10398 Flagpole Ln, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No sidewalk. Sidewalk from Borge street stops at a crossing that is not well marked and cars come fast at curve. Should have sidewalk on both sides PROVIDENCE

414 9828 Fox Rest Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Terrible or no sidewalk on south side of 123 between Sutton and courthouse, overgrown trees and shrubs force you out into the road on busy 123. PROVIDENCE

422 8064 Prichards Ct, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 need to make connection better for bicyclists to connect from W&OD to I66 trail, widen, trim trees, open up guardrails, etc. PROVIDENCE

424 Cedar Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 There needs to be bus service along Cedar Ln from Tysons, VA, Dunn Loring, vA. And Vienna, Va. PROVIDENCE

425 2831 Sutton Oaks Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 On Sutton Road, there is not a bike lane and the shoulder is very close to where Oakton High School students park on the side of the road I'm afraid a car door will open in front of me.PROVIDENCE

427 7901-7913 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 The combination of no crosswalk on the West side of this intersection (closest to the bus stop) and the fast-paced slip lane coming off 29 make this difficult to cross. PROVIDENCE

428 7745-7747 Inversham Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042There is no way to complete a circuit around Fairview Lake on foot PROVIDENCE

429 2754-2754 Gallows Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 The gallows sharrows seem to always have gravel on them, but on top of that there's no good signage when the bike lane ends if the bikers are meant to go into the large lane, or go onto the sidewalk. It's a big impediment for what could be a simple ride from Dunn-Loring to MosaicPROVIDENCE

430 Fashion Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 Google maps doesn't understand that there is a sky-bridge here, and that it is possible to walk through Tyson's Corner Center to access the metro stop. This leads to indicating to pedestrians walk times that are twice the actual amount of time it takes.PROVIDENCE

431 7953-7999 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Walking or biking along Lee Hwy to get to Mosaic is loud, polluted, and dangerous. Bike lane and updated sidewalks would help PROVIDENCE

455 9634 Blake Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Need multiuse trail along Blake Lane, also need a bike lane PROVIDENCE

467 Oakton, Virginia This section is so muddy it can't be walked. Someone added pallets but they sank into the mud. PROVIDENCE

468 10431-10623 Miller Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No sidewalk on Miller Rd PROVIDENCE

475 1692-1694 Old Meadow Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102Along with the Highlands development, the existing sidewalk is too narrow for all the pedestrian traffic. It also is very uneven and in need of repair. I would like to suggest widening it to match the width of modern sidewalks.PROVIDENCE

476 7623-7623 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043There is a fair amount of cyclists using this road to access the W&OD trail however there is no shoulder or bike lane along this road making it very dangerous PROVIDENCE

478 Gallows Rd, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 This is a choke point for W&OD traffic and a fairly wide/dangerous crossing on Gallows. A bike/pedestrian bridge would ease traffic flow and eliminate a dangerous crossing for bikes and pedestrians.PROVIDENCE

499 7508-7512 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Sidewalks abruptly end and force people to either walk on people's yards, through makeshift dirt "trails" connecting to other sidewalks (still on people's yards), or walk on the street. PROVIDENCE

500 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 Extremely dangerous to ride a bicycle on this section of route 7. Many lanes, with people driving faster than the speed limit. PROVIDENCE

501 Capital Beltway, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Having a trail alongside I495, similar to the Custis trail along I66, at least up to tysons connecting to the WO&D trail would be terrific and would make travel much safer. PROVIDENCE

508 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Cant walk, ride bicycle, use Rollinator/Wheelchair from inside Beltway along 50/Arlington - in order to access nearby Medical and Shopping Centers and other Businesses PROVIDENCE

509 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Cant walk, ride bicycle, use Rollinator/Wheelchair from inside Beltway along 50/Arlington - in order to access nearby Medical and Shopping Centers and other Businessesv PROVIDENCE

510 2982-2984 District Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

511 ALDI Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

512 Inova Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

513 Inova Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

514 Inova Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

515 Nando's PERi PERi Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

516 The UPS Store Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

517 Yorktown Center Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

518 Great American Restaurants Sweetwater Tavern Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

519 Capital One Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

520 Quest Diagnostics Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

521 22031, Fairfax, Virginia Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

522 2968 Gallows Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Mosaic Center, Yorktown Center, Gatehouse Plaza Shopping, Fairfax Hospital, INOVA Cancer Institute, Various Medical Offices, Life With Cancer PROVIDENCE

537 2900 Rogers Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Loving Hut Restaurant - Terrifying to cross Graham Rd. and Arlington Blvd. PROVIDENCE

563 2376 Jawed Pl, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 Please connect the W&OD trail to Tysons Corner PROVIDENCE

564 7992 Tysons Corner Ctr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 Safe bake riding in Tysons please! PROVIDENCE

604 3411 Gallows Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Dedicated bike lane on Gallows all the way to WO&D trail is ideal. PROVIDENCE

606 Cherry St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Very hard to cross either Cherry or Route 50 here because of the general traffic chaos, cars turning in all directions and limited (and very unsafe) provision for pedestrians. PROVIDENCE

607 8029-8051 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Can’t cycle safely here and there are no alternatives for anyone needing to get from east to his area. PROVIDENCE

608 8218-8232 Willow Oaks Corporate Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031No safe bike/ped access for access to medical facilities around here. Transit requires navigating uncrossable  roads first. PROVIDENCE

609 Gallows Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Nasty crossing for pedestrians, very wide roads, drivers coming at you from all angles and limited compliance with signals. PROVIDENCE

611 Innovation Park Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22037 Lack of ped/bike/transit access to INOVA limits healthcare choices. Thankfully Arlington has good options that I can get to. PROVIDENCE

646 Gallows Rd, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 A trail bridge over Gallows Road would improve safety and operations for all modes of transportation here. PROVIDENCE

648 Scotts Crossing Rd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 Fantastic new access across the Beltway here! Well done VDOT PROVIDENCE

657 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 The walk signal at this location to has been broken for over two years. It is dangerous to cross Gallows Rd, from the corner of the fenced lot to the corner of Arby's in the Merrifield Plaza Shopping Center.PROVIDENCE
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658 2928 Cedar Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 There needs to be a sidewalk or shared walkway on the stretch of Cedar Lane between Rt 50 and Lee Hwy. It is unsafe to walk this stretch because of the lack of consistent walkway, forcing folks to walk in the street.PROVIDENCE

659 2941-2973 Cedar Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Difficult to ride a bike on this stretch of Cedar Lane due to the hilly nature and cars speeding. PROVIDENCE

660 8707 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 would love a safe way to walk from Cedar Lane to Mosaic District PROVIDENCE

709 3333 Highland Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Access to Eakin Park from Highland would allow me to avoid Prosperity PROVIDENCE

710 Gallows Rd, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 I hope there is a separated pedestrian/bike lane on the new bridge over I-66 on Gallows.  Also, the it would be helpful to extend the bike lanes from Cottage to (and across) the bridge on Gallows.PROVIDENCE

743 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Westbound 2A bus passengers find crossing Lee Hwy. during evening rush houris very dangerous. PROVIDENCE

748 8228-8234 Greensboro Dr, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102I would commute by bike (six miles) to work in Tysons if there was a decent north south trail. PROVIDENCE

749 8629-8661 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 I live 1.5 miles from my office - I cannot safely walk along Rt 50 between Barkley and Prosperity, so I drive every day. PROVIDENCE

756 10101-10199 Bushman Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 There is no sidewalk across the park property to Blake Lane PROVIDENCE

772 3001 Vaden Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Vaden Drive is a hazardous crossing for pedestrians and bikers even at marked crosswalk because of poor road design and speeding. This is the location of a community center that should be an active travel hub,PROVIDENCE

773 East Blake Lane Park There is a break in the paved path through East Blake Park here that needs repair and extension to and across Lee Highway. PROVIDENCE

774 Mill Springs Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Water drainage issues have left significant holes at the edge of the sides of the trail in various spots through this section of the trail causing a hazard to trail users. Additionally the asphalt in this section is consistently covered with dirt that turns to very slick mud when wet, which is frequently as it doesn't dry easily due to drainage previously mentioned.PROVIDENCE

775 2044-2048 Woodford Rd, Vienna, Virginia, 22182 The travel lanes on Woodford Rd from Wolftrap to Electric are very wide causing vehicles to travel at increased speeds comfortably. A bike lane (potentially enough room for a buffered or protected) could easily be added to slow speeds of vehicles and provide additional safety.PROVIDENCE

777 Blake Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The Blake Lane Bridge over 66 (and the intersection with Sutton directly north and west is hard to navigate by bike and pedestrians (especially concurrently). Upgrading this with the new 66 trail will make this part of the path more user-friendlyPROVIDENCE

778 3174 Ariana Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 As previously mentioned, this is not a fun part of the CCT (not to mention the bummer of the section along Blake Lane it connects to) PROVIDENCE

782 10001 Five Oaks Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 This a secret gem of a connector between Fairfax City and the Metro, and could use some attention/improvement to make it safer and more welcoming for pedestrians and bikers PROVIDENCE

783 Nutley St SW, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 This intersection at Virginia Center and Nutley is the best way to get across Nutley near 66, and it is an unfriendly intersection. A safe (preferably not at grade) way across Nutley on the I-66 trail would be fantasticPROVIDENCE

784 9250-9258 Lee Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 It is a major bummer that there is no pleasant/easy way to get from all the new development here west of Nutley to the Pan Am shopping center and further east; 50 is a difficult road to bike alongPROVIDENCE

786 9401-9499 Virginia Center Blvd, Vienna, Virginia, 22181This is a vary dangerous part of Virginia Center Blvd for cars/motorcyclists and pedestrians/bikers. It would be great to slow this road down and have an off-grade way to get over to Vienna from points west herePROVIDENCE

796 2913-2915 Cherry St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Bike route signs direct to Cherry st to connect from FC to Annandale. But street is lined with parked vehicles creating blind driveways for this entire stretch of Cherry. PROVIDENCE

798 Towers Park poorly maintained section of path that could link CCT to Vienna metro and W&OD...high crime area - unsafe for kids. PROVIDENCE

799 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 unsafe intersection with heavy traffic all modes incl bikes, pedestrians. cars can't see. Turning vehicles from picket make crossing here impossible. could link CCT to Vienna and W&ODPROVIDENCE

814 2980 District Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 need a connection from CCT or Annandale neighborhoods to Mosiac and Tysons to reduce car traffic on Gallows PROVIDENCE

816 Jermantown Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Dangerous conditions prevent walking and bike riding. Create a bike lane here. PROVIDENCE

817 9945-10017 Blake Ln, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Dangerous road conditions for bike riding. Forced onto sidewalk, which is too narrow to accomodate bikes and walkers. Create signed bike lane here. PROVIDENCE

845 10311 Antietam Ave, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Adding a ~10 ft path connecting these two roads would enable residents of Oakton Park appartments to bike to the Vienna metro in 2 miles, instead of having to go wildly out of the wayPROVIDENCE

850 7301 Pinecastle Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 When stopped at the stop sign on Pinecastle headed across the bike path, bicycles coming from the right are not visible because of the hill.  It is too easy for a bicycle to be cruising along and not see the car hidden to its left; the car will look for vehicular traffic and can see bicycles coming from its left but it would be very easy to continue across the intersection and kill a bicyclist suddenly appearing frmo the right.PROVIDENCE

851 2468 Buckelew Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 There is a rip-rap drainage ditch here with no guard rail.  One of these days a car is going to end up driving into the ditch and could even flip over. PROVIDENCE

852 7423 Fairwood Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Sidewalks are uneven. We have an electric wheelchair user who needs smooth sidewalks in order to use them. On Fairwood Lane between West St and Shreve Road. PROVIDENCE

853 7220 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Lots of kids live in Poplar Heights and use Roberts Park, but there is no safe way to cross West St. A crosswalk across West St from Allan Ave would be helpful, or a sidewalk from Tod St. to the existing crosswalk from Poplar Dr.PROVIDENCE

854 2311-2331 Barbour Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043The bridge over I-66 has sidewalks, but the curb to them is so high I am unable to move my double stroller to it by myself, meaning I need to use the stroller in the street even when a sidewalk is available. If we had sidewalks on this road, this would not be a problem.PROVIDENCE

855 I-66 W, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 It would be ideal to have a pathway from Leighton Drive to this park so residents of the Falls Hills neighborhood could visit it more easily. PROVIDENCE

856 7317-7337 Pinecastle Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Pinecastle has many pedestrians, including bicyclists who use it to get to the W&OD trail. It would be good to have a sidewalks for walking pedestrians. Given the number of parked cars, I feel unsafe when I am walking with my kids in the stroller and cars are speeding through.PROVIDENCE

857 7311-7319 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allan Ave needs a sidewalk connecting Buckelew to West St.  There have been several traffic studies on Allan Ave. that shows the critical need for a sidewalk for pedestrians. The sidewalk currently ends at Buckelew and Allan and West and Allan.  It would greatly benefit the community to have a safe route for pedestrians, children and cyclists to get to the bike/running path down Allan Ave.PROVIDENCE

858 7200-7220 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allan Ave is used as a cut through street.  A study was done, see attached analysis for the number of cars using the street as a cut through.  There is no sidewalk connecting Allan to Buckelew or West St.  All the neighborhood children wait for the school bus ON THE STREET.  Cars drive down this road at very high speeds. This is extremely dangerous for our children.  I suggest the road be closed at Allan Ave. and West St. so it can no longer be used as a cut through.PROVIDENCE

859 7600-7608 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 There is a sidewalk right across Shreve Road that is used to access the Bike path.  Many people use this path.  We need a cross walk across Shreve Road to be able to safely access the  path as well as to get back onto Fairwood Lane.PROVIDENCE

860 7603 Virginia Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The connecting path from sidewalk on Shreve Rd to W&OD trail at Virginia Ln is unlevel and rough with thick vegetation on one side, a drop into drainage ditch on the other, and is not wide enough for two-way traffic without going off paved path.PROVIDENCE

861 7601 Virginia Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The connecting path from sidewalk on Shreve Rd to W&OD trail at Virginia Ln is unlevel and rough with thick vegetation on one side, a drop into drainage ditch on the other, and is not wide enough for two-way traffic without going off paved path.PROVIDENCE

862 7601 Virginia Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The connecting path from sidewalk on Shreve Rd to W&OD trail at Virginia Ln is unlevel and rough with thick vegetation on one side, a drop into drainage ditch on the other, and is not wide enough for two-way traffic without going off paved path.PROVIDENCE

863 VA-705, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 There is a lot of foot traffic on Tod St. But there aren’t enough crosswalk to cross West St Safely. PROVIDENCE

864 2537 Stuart Pl, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allen Ave has become a cut through with lots of cars speeding through a family friendly neighborhood. I would suggest requiring a permit to drive on the street and the two surrounding streets to limit the amount of traffic.PROVIDENCE

865 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 If you close off Allan Ave. as a cut through street, there won't be as much traffic coming down Shreve turning onto Buckelew.  The crossover on Shreve at Buckelew is very dangerous for bikers and walkers.  Closing Allan as a cut through will reduce the amount of cars turning onto Buckelew, reducing the back up right by the bike path crossover, reducing the danger of this crossway.PROVIDENCE

866 7220 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Please close off Allan Ave. as a cut through road.  There are way too many people driving crazy fast down this road.  Our kids can never play out in the front.  It is incredibly dangerous.PROVIDENCE

867 2505 Buckelew Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 I would suggest putting in a raised crosswalk at the end of Allan Ave. at West St. and at Buckelew.  Cars fly around these corners turning onto Allan.  Children walk to school, Roberts Park, the pool, the bike trail.  Turning the corners is very dangerous for everyone with the speed cars are turning onto Allan.PROVIDENCE

868 7230 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allan Avenue is in incredibly busy cut through street. The street desperately needs a sidewalk for the safety of families, dog walkers, kids walking to school. PROVIDENCE

869 7222-7230 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allan Avenue is a very busy cut-through street, but it's also home to many families with young children and other residents who deserve a safe place to walk and play. A sidewalk on Allan Ave between Buckelew and West would help make the street safer for everyone. Neighborhood residents should be prioritized over commuters.PROVIDENCE

870 7300-7308 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Allan Avenue is crying out for traffic mitigation and/or a sidewalk. Hundreds if not 1,000+ cars per day use Allen as a cut-through from Buckelew to West, which is fine, except that a huge proportion of them completely ignore the posted 25mph speed limit, and there is no sidewalk for pedestrians, nor a bike lane for cyclists. This is very busy and dangerous, especially because the neighborhood school bus stops are along Allen, as well.PROVIDENCE

879 2501-2505 Buckelew Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046I suggest blocking Allan Ave. as a cut through street.  Nobody abides to the 25mph speed limit, and there are NO sidewalks.  Our children, pedestrians, and animals are all in danger walking on this street.  Residents should absolutely have priority over commuters trying to get somewhere faster in this busy area.  Let our street close as a cut through so we can enjoy it.PROVIDENCE

880 7201-7211 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 I would vote for a closure of Allan as a cut through street.  Way too busy, and too many cars flying down the street we are supposed to enjoy as a neighborhood.  Let them go the regular route, instead of abusing our neighborhood!!PROVIDENCE

881 7232-7298 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Dangerous walking/biking/kids condition on Allan Ave.  Nobody obeys the speed limit, cars fly over the speed humps and no one lets us exit our driveways when using our street as a cut through.  Close it off please at Allan and West or Allan and Buckelew.  Keep our street for neighbors only.PROVIDENCE

882 7310-7320 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 We have lived on Allan for years.  The traffic has gotten out of control on our neighborhood road.  Please close Allan as a cut through.  Either close it at Buckelew or West.  It is insane the amount of families who have had to move out of the area because the lack of safety living on this road.  Allow homeowners to take precedence to commuters.  CLOSE THE ROAD!!!PROVIDENCE

883 7232-7298 Allan Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Missing sidewalk on Allan Ave connecting West Street to Buckelew Street in order to not have to run or walk in the street in order to make it to and from the Biking/Running Trail.  Need a sidewalk in order to not get hit by a car.  Too many cars and now too many walking/jogging/biking neighbors in the street.  This needs to be top priority to not only connect to the trail, but also to make it safe for all.PROVIDENCE

884 10313-10361 Flagpole Ln, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No sidewalk southern side of Flagpole near Borge St Park PROVIDENCE

885 Borge Street Park Crosswalk on Blake w/car speeds at 50+mph is effectively a barrier PROVIDENCE

886 Hibbard St, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Crosswalk on Blake w/car speeds at 50+mph is effectively a barrier PROVIDENCE

887 Blake Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 Crosswalk on Blake w/car speeds at 50+mph is effectively a barrier PROVIDENCE

888 Blake Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 Crosswalk on Blake w/car speeds at 50+mph is effectively a barrier PROVIDENCE

889 Jermantown Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No north-south crosswalk PROVIDENCE

890 7620 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Between Shrevewood Elem. School and Holly Manor Drive, there is no curb or setback between the sidewalk and road. Many kids walk this path daily to and from school. PROVIDENCE
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891 7731-7799 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 There are no crosswalks on Shreve Road, at all, after the W&OD crosses it near the Fairfax Co./Falls Church City border.  Two major groups of people have to wait for a break in the traffic and jaywalk.  1. Children and parents walking from Shrevewood Elementary, and 2. Walkers/Runners trying to access the W&OD from south of Shreve Road.  Traffic moves very quickly on Shreve and it would be nice to have at least two or three crosswalks (especially at Shreve and Fairwood Ln).PROVIDENCE

892 7700-7700 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043busy Idylwood has a dangerous bottleneck near the intersection of Chestnut and Hurst Street.  It is dangerous for both cyclists and pedestrians. PROVIDENCE

893 7700-7700 Idylwood Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043Busy Idylwood Rd has a dangerous bottleneck at Hurst and Chestnut.  There is no room for pedestrians or cyclists. PROVIDENCE

897 2963-2999 Annandale Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Hard to cross Annandale Road here as 1) traffic is very aggressive and 2) you can't go directly across from the sidewalk but have to cross the service road first, then back again. PROVIDENCE

898 6722-6798 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042There is quite a large gap between bus stops here, caused by the lack of a sidewalk next to route 50.. PROVIDENCE

899 7601-7603 Virginia Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The intersection of Virginia Ln and Shreve Rd is a mess for drivers, cyclists, walkers, and students.  Cyclists coming down the hill on Virginia are difficult to see by drivers that are either going the same direction.  The offset intersection with the divided median also makes crossing Shreve in this area particularly difficult with the shortest routes involving ditches.  This intersection needs a complete redesign with improvements for access to Shrevewood and safety on the W&OD trail.PROVIDENCE

900 7601-7603 Virginia Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 This intersection has had many bicycle / car / walker accidents.  The combination of poor visibility, traffic turning from Shreve onto Virginia Lane and speed are all factors that contribute to pedestrian and car accidents at this intersection.PROVIDENCE

901 2493 Wieland Pl, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 The guardrail is too close to the road for walkers and bicyclers to safely travel from Wieland Pl to Buckelew along Shreve Road.  The W&OD trail is not accessible from this location (steep hill and fence)PROVIDENCE

905 2862 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 The residents of Rosemary Lane are in desperate need for a sidewalk. The road is narrow and located in an otherwise highly walkable area. Support is high and we'd like to protect the individuals, kids, and families who walk this street daily!PROVIDENCE

922 7640-7698 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Need a crosswalk with flashing signs that gives access to the trail on the other side of Shreve road that connects to the W&OD. The closest crosswalk is a mile up the road at Pinecastle and to get there you’d have to ride on Shreve road with no shoulder. Everyone just scrambles across Shreve to get to the other side. Fairwood Lane isn’t the best spot for the crosswalk because that hill is a blind hill that cars come flying down prior to Fairwood Lane and it would be hard to see pedestriansPROVIDENCE

923 2928-2940 Fairview Park Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042On both side of Fairview there should be bike lane or at least sharrows PROVIDENCE

924 Strawberry Ln, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The high visibility crosswalk and flashing beacon are not enough.  This intersection is very dangerous. There should be a road diet with a four way stop, or at least a traffic circle. PROVIDENCE

925 2825 Juniper St, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 There should be a continuous bike lanes on both side of Merrilee PROVIDENCE

926 3007 Eskridge Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 There should be protected bike lanes on both sides of Eskridge from Rt 29 to Williams PROVIDENCE

929 Exit 50A-B, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There needs to be a bridge over 495 to connect the 50 trail inside and outside the beltway PROVIDENCE

930 Capital Beltway, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There needs to be a bridge over 495 to connect the future trails on the INOVA Campus and the Holmes run corridor PROVIDENCE

931 8200-8216 Willow Oaks Corporate Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031There should be bike lanes or at least sharrows and share the road signs connecting Williams/Mosaic to the CCT PROVIDENCE

932 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Rt 29 on both sides needs sidewalk repair and bike lanes install from the beltway to route 7. This whole section needs help urgently. PROVIDENCE

934 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Narrow street - no sidewalk PROVIDENCE

935 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Entrance to park/school PROVIDENCE

937 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Limited walk/ transit connection. There are no sidewalks on Rosemary lane after the new Rosemary Ct development. PROVIDENCE

938 2825 Edgehill Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There are no sidewalks on Rosemary lane to safely access the trail to the park. PROVIDENCE

939 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042The lack of sidewalks on Rosemary lane compounded by ditches and narrowing, by parked vehicles or trash pick up, makes it difficult to walk or ride a bike or scooter. PROVIDENCE

940 2816 Monroe St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 There is no connection between Cavalier trail and Edgehill ave without walking/ riding on Woodlawn street or lee highway. PROVIDENCE

941 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 Left turn traffic in both northbound and southbound directions have no idea what to do here due to a slight misalignment of Marshall St across 29. In addition, there are only like 2 walk signs here, and they're both on the southeast corner. Combine that and the average speed on 29 with particularly crappy illumination at this intersection, and we have ourselves an incredibly unsafe place to cross the street by bike or foot. The nearest protected pedestrian crossing is over a mile away.PROVIDENCE

942 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 The most direct access to the W&OD trail from the neighborhood of Greenway Downs is via this intersection. Unfortunately, this intersection sucks, and drivers heading northbound on Marshall (north of 29) aren't aware that it's a shared lane with bicycles. I've been nearly rear-ended while riding on my bike on multiple occasions.PROVIDENCE

943 Cavalier Trl, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 A decent crossing here for pedestrians and cyclists would open up access to Falls Church City from points south. PROVIDENCE

944 549-599 S Maple Ave, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046 A decent crossing here for pedestrians and cyclists would open up access to Falls Church City from points south. PROVIDENCE

945 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Rosemary Ln. has no sidewalks and ditches on both sides of most of the road. The road is also narrow, and on-street parking makes walking that much more difficult and dangerous. PROVIDENCE

946 2800-2932 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042Rosemary Lane is narrow, and the roadway is constricted by street parking and trash/recycling bins.  All pedestrians,  cyclists, and dog walkers on this street must walk in the road and face vehicle traffic.  A June 2019 FCDOT study measured 85th percentile traffic speeds at 37mph northbound and 43mph southbound, in a 25mph zone (daily vehicle count: 1185)  These speeds and the narrowness of the throughfare doesn't leave much reaction time for drivers or pedestrians.  It really needs sidewalks.PROVIDENCE

949 7114 Terry Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Road is narrow and unsafe for walking. Our kids walk to school on Rosemary Lane, and a sidewalk is needed. PROVIDENCE

950 2954 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Rosemary Lane is unsafe for walking with a lot of cut-through traffic. A sidewalk is needed. PROVIDENCE

951 2900 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Rosemary Lane is a street with an increasing number of families with young children with no where to safely walk.  The street is desperately in need of a side walk. PROVIDENCE

952 7836 Idylwood Rd, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 Bridge over 495 does not provide a safe crossing for cyclists. PROVIDENCE

955 2255 Sandburg St, Dunn Loring, Virginia, 22027 A bike trail connecting the two sides of Sandburg St. would be helpful. PROVIDENCE

959 2921 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 We have two small kids and dog. Without sidewalks it feels dangerous every time we leave the house - especially when pushing stroller, daughter riding bike or scootering. PROVIDENCE

960 2921 Rosemary Ln, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 We have two small kids and a dog. Without proper sidewalks it presents a danger every time we leave the house to walk to daycare, bike ride, scooter, walk the dog or anything else. Safety is a major concern!PROVIDENCE

962 Dunn Loring Park Park could be a connecting point from neighborhood to Gallows communiting for both biking and walking. No sings now. PROVIDENCE

967 Marshall St, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Even with crosswalk, high speed road w/o signal, pedestrian refuse or ped level lighting makes it unsafe and uncomfortable PROVIDENCE

968 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 Barrier to biking as well. You cannot walk from Shreve to Mosaic directly without going down and around a pond and up to Lee Highway. Direct access would have to be carefully planned so as not to hurt the pond, but it would be possible to do.PROVIDENCE

969 8110-8110 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia, 22042 I  would like to walk from Shrevewood to Mosaic. It is hot (no trees), unsafe (the pedestrian crossing at Gallows is terrible), and polluted. One of the lanes on each side of Lee could be designated a bike, walk lane with plantings for trees. This is the future of sustainability.PROVIDENCE

970 2401-2465 Buckelew Dr, Falls Church, Virginia, 22046I understand we need walking and biking access. But sidewalks are not always the answer. Too often mature trees are destroyed for sidewalks where partly permeable trail construction would save more trees while providing both walking/biking access.PROVIDENCE

971 7920 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 There is no transit access in Shrevewood because of the extreme curve at the Beltway. But there are small style buses that should be able to be used, particularly between W Falls Church Metro to Dunn Loring and to Mosaic. It would be so much easier to age in place and so much easier on the environment if there was access to public transportation.PROVIDENCE

972 2900-2900 Eskridge Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 29 has far too many travel lanes in this area to accommodate a mixed-use, pedestrian friendly area on both sides of the road. It is intimidating to cross the road. You are always watching out for various turning vehicles. You feel totally exposed while waiting to cross, given the lack of shade and the amount of fast-moving vehicles.PROVIDENCE

973 2890 Hibbard St, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Need a continuous sidewalk on Hibbard street PROVIDENCE

974 10102 Tate Ct, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No sidewalk with narrow intersection PROVIDENCE

1073 7148-7216 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 dangerous curve near pathway discourages access to metro PROVIDENCE

1095 11593-11605 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1096 11490-11498 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1097 11493-11501 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1099 12109-12129 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1100 12016-12104 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1103 12005-12019 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1105 11819-11921 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1107 11704-11740 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1108 11721-11737 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1109 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1111 11403-11405 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1112 11412-11412 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE
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1113 11329-11329 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1115 11304-11330 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1116 11307-11321 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1117 11307-11321 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to oakton Rd/Jermantown road to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1118 11250-11398 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1119 11250-11398 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1120 11144-11248 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1121 11144-11248 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1122 11117-11319 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1123 11117-11319 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1124 11101-11115 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1125 11100-11142 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1126 11101-11115 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1127 11078-11088 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1128 11030-11072 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1129 11030-11072 Oakton Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Oakton Road connects to Waples Mill and is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect to Jermantown road and Waples Mill roadto allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsPROVIDENCE

1165 2724-2728 Cedar Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 The Cedar Lane bridge over 66, southbound, has not been opened to pedestrian access. Even if it were, there are no sidewalks to the north or south. PROVIDENCE

1166 2731-2753 Cedar Ln, Vienna, Virginia, 22180 The Cedar Lane bridge over 66, northbound, has kind of sort of been opened to pedestrian access via temporary (?) loose gravel surface. Connections to the N and S are needed PROVIDENCE

1167 2831 Roesh Way, Vienna, Virginia, 22181 The bridge still isn't open to pedestrian traveling N to S on the western side of the bridge PROVIDENCE

1168 Vaden Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22031 The bridge still isn't open to pedestrians traveling S to N on the western side of the bridge PROVIDENCE

1169 Jermantown Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 The bridge still isn't open to pedestrians traveling N to S on the western side of the bridge PROVIDENCE

1170 3514 Jermantown Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 The bridge still isn't open to pedestrian traveling S to N on the western side of the bridge PROVIDENCE

1171 2701-2709 Hunter Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 I would like to get to UUCF using active transportation PROVIDENCE

1172 2961 Hunter Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 I would like to access the Oakton Shopping Center on foot, but there is no pedestrian access from Hunter Mill. Sidewalks to not enter the shopping center. You have to walk in the streetPROVIDENCE

1173 10312-10360 Flagpole Ln, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 No crosswalk. Sidewalk leaves you on the side of the street w/out a crosswalk. PROVIDENCE

1174 7973-7989 Shreve Rd, Falls Church, Virginia, 22043 Create walkway along Shreve Road to Lee Highway that does not detour around lake that is not lit or safe in the evenings or early mornings PROVIDENCE

1206 1700 Tysons Blvd, Mc Lean, Virginia, 22102 Comment from paper map PROVIDENCE

148 Burke Lake Park Burke Lake SPRINGFIELD

149 7579-7581 Reservation Dr, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039South Run Park SPRINGFIELD

150 Pohick Creek Number Eight Dam Huntsman Park SPRINGFIELD

151 9523 Ironmaster Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Trail Access from here to Huntsman Lake would serve and link many neighborhoods. SPRINGFIELD

152 9754 Ironmaster Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Would love if residents of Cherry Run had easier access to Burke Lake Park. SPRINGFIELD

153 9520 Ironmaster Dr, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Adding a trail from Cherry Run to Huntsman Lake would provide trail access for many underserved neighborhoods. SPRINGFIELD

154 Rolling Valley West Park There are currently no trails available to neighbors near Cherry Run. Public land connecting Rolling Valley West Part, Cherry Run and Huntsman Lake is the perfect opportunity to add trails to these underserved neighborhoods.SPRINGFIELD

155 Pohick Regional Library Adding trails between Cherry Run, Rolling Valley West Park and Huntsman Lake would provide great access for connected neighborhoods to Pohick Regional Library. SPRINGFIELD

173 Clifton, Virginia I need more transit access in Clifton, VA. SPRINGFIELD

217 5901-5909 Hall St, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Improve the cut through that currently exists that connects each side of Hill St. SPRINGFIELD

218 7700 Jansen Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Connect the end of Jansen Dr to the CCT with a shared use path.  Since there are no sidewalks along this section of Old Keene Mill it would provide an alternate route for walking and biking.SPRINGFIELD

237 Centreville Farms Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 this crosswalk is terrible SPRINGFIELD

238 Fair Lakes Pkwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Put a sidewalk here SPRINGFIELD

239 7069-7099 Newman Rd, Clifton, Virginia, 20124 I would like to be able to get here from Stringfellow SPRINGFIELD

240 7137 Main St, Clifton, Virginia, 20124 Probably not gonna happen but you should put a train station here SPRINGFIELD

242 Bull Run Regional Park better access to manassas from stringfellow SPRINGFIELD

254 4993-4999 Stringfellow Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20120At the time of the I-66 construction this area feels unsafe, and is difficult to get through on bike. This is the only North South of I-66 connection until the I-66 trail at the 28 interchange opens. It is in terrible state, and no other crossing of I-66 for bikes is provided until US 29 interchange with I-66 or when West Ox Rd crosses I-66. adding more redundancy and full conections is needed, as I-66 acts as a literal barrier for people trying to head to areas north and south of I-66.SPRINGFIELD

256 7187-7199 Centreville Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20121I want to get to Manassas with out a car and it is practically impossible to do so with out getting wet. There are no frequent mid day bus services. No sidewalks or trails across the bull run. Not even a suggestive ford in the Bull Run that one can hike across to get there. this is a real shame as Old Town Manassas probably has regional draw due to its intact old town.SPRINGFIELD

258 Hemlock Overlook Regional Park work with NOVA parks to at least add bridges to the Bull-Occoquan Trail. Using this becomes impossible if it has rain recently. SPRINGFIELD

259 Hemlock Overlook Regional Park the Bull Run-Occoquan trail gets entirely covered by water after rain, and its still difficult to get through, especially if you are lugging along a bike with you. Working with NOVA parks to add some kind of Low Impact platform under the rail bridge so you can use the BR-O trail anytimeSPRINGFIELD

260 Bull Run Regional Park Also large flooding issues and accessibility issues on this crossing of the BR-O trail. Adding a bridge and some connecting trails to the bridge so one can cross in all weather and its ADA accessible.SPRINGFIELD

272 Bull Run Regional Park It makes sense to add bus routes that serve the wineries of Fairfax County. It doesn't make sense that after visiting a winery, that you have to drive back home. SPRINGFIELD

277 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 The whole southeastern section of the county is basically insta death if you want to ride your bikes on a road. SPRINGFIELD

300 7801 Greeley Blvd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 No sidewalk to get to this bus stop SPRINGFIELD

313 8312-8314 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

315 8330-8368 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

318 8412-8442 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

321 8450-8490 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

322 7812 Tower Woods Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

325 8518-8604 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

326 8618-8644 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD

328 8618-8644 Pohick Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 There is no sidewalk here and it limits access to the very important trail at Fairfax County parkway. SPRINGFIELD
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352 9511-9513 Burke Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 This is a dangerous area for vulnerable road users. No crosswalk or easy way to walk to Post Office and intersection is blind. SPRINGFIELD

353 9337-9411 Burke Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 No sidewalk on either side to get to businesses. Oftentimes motorists use this as a straightaway to fly and rev engines between Post Office and curve. Many residential houses along this stretch.SPRINGFIELD

367 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151There aren't any bike lanes. SPRINGFIELD

370 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Cannot cross US 50 between Penderbrook and Fair Oaks Mall without taking a long detour using West Ox. SPRINGFIELD

372 Fair Oaks Mall Wish I could get to Fair Oaks Mall from the other side of US 50.  It's so close to Penderbrook as the crow flies but very difficult to get to. SPRINGFIELD

374 6427-6441 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Lack of sidewalk on southbound Rolling Rd after Rivington Rd SPRINGFIELD

375 6401-6403 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Lack of sidewalk on northbound Rolling Rd south of Kenwood Rd SPRINGFIELD

403 8637 Groveland Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No sidewalk from this point southbound on Pohick Road SPRINGFIELD

404 8301 Timber Brook Ln, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No sidewalk from this point northbound on Pohick Road. The road is too narrow to safely walk or bike. SPRINGFIELD

405 7833 Gambrill Woods Way, Springfield, Virginia, 22153No continuous sidewalk from this point northbound on Gambrill Road to Middle Run Drive. The road is too narrow to safely walk or bike. SPRINGFIELD

406 8401-8477 Middle Run Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153No sidewalk southbound on Gambrill Road to Pohick road. The road is too narrow to safely walk or bike. SPRINGFIELD

407 8478 Middle Run Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No sidewalk from this point northbound on Gambrill Road to Southstream Run. The road is too narrow to safely walk of bike. SPRINGFIELD

408 8696 Young Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No sidewalk from this point southbound on Gambrill Road to Middle Run Drive. The road is too narrow to safely walk of bike. SPRINGFIELD

420 Rolling Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 There is no pedestrian access from Rolling Road over the bridge to Fairfax County Parkway (south of Franconia Springfield Pkwy)--this is a major gap in the trail network in this area. SPRINGFIELD

423 5426 Willow Springs School Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030There needs to be transit along Braddock Rd. SPRINGFIELD

432 6463 Honey Tree Ct, Burke, Virginia, 22015 No sidewall between Four Oaks and Burke Woods Drive on Old Keene Mill Rd.  No way to safely walk nor is there any pedestrian crosswalk to safely cross Old Keene Mill.  Also no continuous sidewalk on Spring Lake nearby.   Please update this area as it presents a safety hazard to pedestrians.  Thank you.SPRINGFIELD

437 10315-10399 Burke Lake Rd, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039There is a trail being constructed on the south side of Burke Lake Road in this area but there is a gap between the trail and Dane Drive. This requires me to go out into the road and mix with traffic in order to access Burke Lake Park. Ideally there should be a trail connecting Fairfax County Parkway trail with the 123 Trail. At the very minimum, complete the last several feet to get to Dane Drive.SPRINGFIELD

445 Silverbrook Rd, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039 The Silverbrook Road Sidepath needs to be updated (widened and tree root bumps removed) SPRINGFIELD

446 Monument Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 The sidepath on Monument drive needs to be fixed. Also a bike lane on Monument Drive would improve access to the Fairfax County Parkway Trail as well as Fair Lakes and Fairfax CornerSPRINGFIELD

447 12726-12726 Fair Lakes Cir, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Multiuse path connecting Fairfax County Parkway and FairLakes Shopping Center needs repair, widening SPRINGFIELD

449 11625-11625 Popes Head Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030No Right turn on red needed here. Drives do not pay any attention to the walkers and cyclists on the Fairfax County Parkway Trail. Difficult to cross. SPRINGFIELD

451 Braddock Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 Braddock Road sidepath is rough, poorly fixed after the water main work was completed SPRINGFIELD

454 7149 Main St, Clifton, Virginia, 20124 I would like to get here from Braddock Road SPRINGFIELD

461 Fairfax County Pkwy, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039Poor visibility to use the multiuse paths crossing Fairfax County Parkway and Route 123 SPRINGFIELD

462 Fountainhead Regional Park Need non vehicle access to Fountainhead Regional Park SPRINGFIELD

590 8400-8408 Gambrill Ln, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 No safe crossing of Gambrill Road from Hooes Road (north) to Pohick Road (south). Prevents walking to Gambrill Park & Ride bus stop. Prevents access to Cross County Trail. SPRINGFIELD

591 7761-7801 Gambrill Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Sidewalk dead ends here; does not connect with trail that connects Kings Ridge Ct to Pohick Rd. Prevents access to bus stop and Cross County Trail. SPRINGFIELD

595 7321 Gambrill Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Gambrill Park & Ride bus stops SPRINGFIELD

596 22153, Springfield, Virginia Lake Mercer SPRINGFIELD

598 Hunt Valley Elementary School HVES SPRINGFIELD

599 7164-7198 Hadlow Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Rolling Valley Swim & Tennis Club SPRINGFIELD

663 Ox Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 I lived here in 2019, so apologies if this has been fixed, but this was the most egregious pedestrian issue I encountered in Fairfax County. There is no sidewalk on the western side of Ox Rd, and no crosswalks either. I was living near GMU as an intern with no car, and I went to a church on the western side of Ox Rd. My choices were to either walk along a busy road with no sidewalk, or to jaywalk across a busy road.SPRINGFIELD

664 Fairfax County Pkwy, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a High-Intensity Activated crossWalK (HAWK) beacon.  The drivers don't slow down to cede way.  We also need the "painted" crosswalk to reinforce the rights of the Vulnerable Road User (VRUs).SPRINGFIELD

671 22015, Burke, Virginia Build a trail from Silas Burke Park area to Springfield VRE, connect the local neighborhoods to it, again, think about the reduced number of car trips. SPRINGFIELD

672 10401-10403 Burke Lake Rd, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039This small patch of woods needs to have a safe connection to the sidewalks, so that people can walk/bike from Lkehaven Lane. SPRINGFIELD

673 Fairfax County Pkwy, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Need a HAWK signal here as well, and reduced speed limit for this section, should be no more than 20mph when signal is activated.  People live on both sides, and are trying to access the Fairax County Parkway Multi Modal trail.SPRINGFIELD

674 9501-9513 Retriever Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Need to make the informal path here more accessible all, so that kids can walk/bike to school more directly and safely. SPRINGFIELD

675 6901-6999 Courageous Cir, Burke, Virginia, 22015 Need to make this connection more accessible to all, so that car-trips are eliminated and kids can walk/bike to Sangster Elementary School.  It is a Level IV AAP school and people from a larger area go to it, but could bike instead of drive if such connections were possible.SPRINGFIELD

676 7422 Tomcris Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Would be great to have multi-use VRU connectivity from Tomcris Ct to Elk Drive, so that more families could choose to bike up Hunstman and head to Sangster Elementary without being car-dependent.SPRINGFIELD

677 9205-9299 Beachway Ln, Springfield, Virginia, 22153Would be great to have a multi-use trail for VRUs to be able to connect from Rockefeller Lane to Game Lord Drive, so that they don't have to use a car to reach the Sangster Elementary school.SPRINGFIELD

678 9801-9803 Old Keene Mill Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015The multi-use trail here is too narrow, needs to be re-graded and made more accessible to all. SPRINGFIELD

679 9702 Velilla Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 The multi-use trail here needs to be improved to allow for VRU access to Fairfax County Parkway trail. SPRINGFIELD

680 6400-6404 Lee Chapel Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 All of the pedestrian walk signals need to be re-calibrated so that people are prioritized before drivers. SPRINGFIELD

681 6133-6199 Covered Bridge Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. SPRINGFIELD

682 Lee Chapel Rd, Burke, Virginia, 22015 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. SPRINGFIELD

697 6857 Brian Michael Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 The multi-use trail here needs to be re-done, it is too rooty and bumpy and the slope is too steep for children. SPRINGFIELD

698 Old Keene Mill Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 We need a HAWK signal here there was already a pedestrian killed here as she was crossing to get to the bus stop at around 740am. SPRINGFIELD

699 Old Keene Mill Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. SPRINGFIELD

700 Grigsby Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 We need a HAWK signal here before pedestrians are killed. SPRINGFIELD

729 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Dangerous Crossing (high volume, high speed, limited site lines) ramp from 50 to FFCP S especially when travelling west on path. SPRINGFIELD

757 Monument Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Should have a marked midblock crossing as the park trail and walkway from the shopping center come out to Monument Drive at thsi location. SPRINGFIELD

759 Hunter Village Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 there is a stretch of Hunter Village Dr. with an unpaved shoulder next to the southbound lane that could be paved and converted to a bike lane to enhance safety for bikes, scooters, etc.SPRINGFIELD

760 Hunter Village Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 there is a gravel path access to the CCT from the Northbound side of Hunter Village Dr. near Old Keene Mill Rd. with excess gravel that makes traction difficult, especially for electric unicycles; removing the excess and compacting the gravel properly would enhance safetySPRINGFIELD

771 Old Keene Mill Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 Only portions of Old Keene Mill Road (between Rolling Road and Shiplett) currently have sidewalk. People walk on the gravel on the side of Old Keene Mill alongside fast moving traffic. it is dangerous. Sidewalks/path would be good here.SPRINGFIELD

776 Monument Dr, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030 This bridge over 66 at Monument Dr is uneven and poorly paved at its transitions, making for an unpleasant and dangerous route for a bike/scooter SPRINGFIELD

809 Hunter Village Dr, Springfield, Virginia, 22152 dangerous crossing w/ low visibilty for vehiclles SPRINGFIELD

977 Braddock Rd, Clifton, Virginia, 20124 Multi-use path on southern side of Braddock Road between Union Mill and Ox Road is in need of repair:  Root ruts, debris, patchwork patching make for a less than enjoyable experience.  It's possibly the worst multi-use path in the county (after the Fairfax County Parkway trail between Loisdale and Newington)SPRINGFIELD

1005 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 South Run path is great and well used. The crossing over Hooes Rd is nearly deadly. We bike across here daily and at rush hour you are almost run over. Due to the crossing being in a low point, vehicles from not sides pick up speeds as they fly though. 1 in 50 cars might stop to let you cross. I have had instances where one direction stops and the other way is clear, I start across and a car comes flying down the other side and doesn’t want to stop. Suggest a crossing light w/ buttonSPRINGFIELD

1016 9201 Deveron Ct, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039 Several sections on the asphalt this side of the trail have buckled so high and sharply, they can pop a bicycle tire. it's tree roots that have grown too big at the surface. SPRINGFIELD
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1017 9011 Golden Sunset Ln, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 The section of the lake trial behind the townhomes has multiple sections of dozens of buckled asphalt ridges. in need of repair. SPRINGFIELD

1018 9073 Golden Sunset Ln, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 Steep loose large rocks downhill from where the pavement ends. no way for a wheelchair to get up or down here to use the trail. Iffy for bikes . suggest paving. SPRINGFIELD

1023 Burke Lake Rd, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039 Crossing Burke Lake on FFX Cty Pkwy is very dangerous. drivers pay no attention to the crosswalks, pedestrians, or cyclists crossing. i watched one cyclist get hit by someone who "stopped late" at a red. nuts. and the cars honk when you cross in the crosswalk with your signal.SPRINGFIELD

1024 7694-7728 Lee Chapel Rd, Fairfax Station, Virginia, 22039One 20 ft section has eroded away leaving dozens of 6-12" potholes a couple inches deep. needs an asphalt overlay to cover the degraded section. SPRINGFIELD

1152 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Route 50 Generally shoudl have shared used pathways - I think there are some but all of 50 shoudl be connected and enabled for walkers and riders. A bike lane would be hugely beneficial for increasing bike transit as well.SPRINGFIELD

1155 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Route 50 Generally shoudl have shared used pathways - I think there are some but all of 50 shoudl be connected and enabled for walkers and riders. A bike lane would be hugely beneficial for increasing bike transit as well.SPRINGFIELD

1156 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Route 50 Generally shoudl have shared used pathways - I think there are some but all of 50 shoudl be connected and enabled for walkers and riders. A bike lane would be hugely beneficial for increasing bike transit as well.SPRINGFIELD

1213 8023 Parklane Ct, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 sidewalk ends here. need to cross the street to walk down magic leaf to access nature trail. no crosswalk here w/ blind corners and speeding cars. suggest a crosswalk. SPRINGFIELD

1216 Hooes Rd, Springfield, Virginia, 22153 limited parking overflows onto the street. cars also block the gate and any way through to access the trail. need more parking and a do not par striped section in front of the 3 ft walkway.SPRINGFIELD

51 11731 Flemish Mill Ct, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Trail in Wayland Street Park needs to be extended to take full advantage of the length of the park.  Also need to add access to southern tip of park to Lyrac Court and Flemish Mill Ct. SULLY

77 2835-2837 Fox Mill Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 A crosswalk at this point of Fox Mill Rd would allow kids living West of Fox Mill Rd to more safely walk off road to Crossfield ES through the LDRSVP and Fred Crabtree Parks SULLY

175 13901-13907 Braddock Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20120This stretch of road is scary to bike on. SULLY

176 Lee Hwy, Centreville, Virginia, 20120 Turning drivers don't look right here. Nearly got run over by a truck even though I had the walk signal. The driver never saw me, but luckily I was waiting for eye contact. No Right Turn on Red may be needed.SULLY

232 4853-4901 Walney Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 Not too bad but maybe put a crosswalk here SULLY

233 4313 Willoughby Ct, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 There is a collapsed Ford here SULLY

234 Stringfellow Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 idk why but crossing here is always pretty bad SULLY

235 Ellanor C Lawrence Park Bikes should be allowed on this trail SULLY

236 4884-5066 Walney Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 allow bikes here SULLY

243 4116 Walney Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 this side of the road has no sidewalk SULLY

244 Placid Lake Ct, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 the Ford here is WAY too deep SULLY

245 Air and Space Museum Pkwy, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151I want to go here SULLY

246 5609 Wharton Ln, Centreville, Virginia, 20120 A bunch of the roads up here are missing sidewalks for brief stretches SULLY

247 Poplar Ford Park I want to ride here SULLY

251 Centreville Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20121 All up and down Rt 28 the trails are clunky and don't properly meet with sidewalks, or aren't being maintained. Many times you are forced to cross a street arbitrarily because there isn't a designated cross walk on all sides. More crossing points on all sides is needed, as well as trails on all sides of the roads.SULLY

252 Machen Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20121 More crosswalks needed here. SULLY

253 Centrewood Dr, Centreville, Virginia, 20121 Getting to upperridge drive is difficult if your using the trail on the west side of Centrewood Dr. Upperridge drive also has bike lanes and connects to Old Centreville Rd, so this is an important connection to be made for bycyclists.SULLY

255 5235 Walney Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20120 It is difficult to get to E.C. Lawrence park on anything that isn't a car from the South, and West. SULLY

269 Air and Space Museum Pkwy, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151There is no safe way to walk to the Air and Space Museum SULLY

270 13851-14001 Air and Space Museum Pkwy, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151Off road bike trail needed to access museum. The interchange is scary to cross. SULLY

271 15310-15310 Lee Hwy, Centreville, Virginia, 20120 We need bus routes to and from wineries. It doesn't make sense to need to drive after a visit to a winery. SULLY

275 13234 Wrenn House Ln, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 This is true of all detached paths along busy roads. Crossroads are exceptionally dangerous. Cyclists are too far away from line of site for drivers. SULLY

368 13591-13599 Melville Ln, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 Add a Cross Walk SULLY

448 13800-13804 Braddock Rd, Centreville, Virginia, 20121add and improve multiuse path on Braddock Road to connect the shopping centers and the homes in the area SULLY

463 Bull Run Regional Park Would like to access Bull Run Regional park by bike. Also need bike parking SULLY

464 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151Can’t bike along Route 50 at Route 28 interchange SULLY

469 Bull Run Regional Park Need a bridge trail connection from Prince William's Ben Lomond Park into Fairfax's Bull Run Regional Park. Bike commuters from PWC to Fairfax are forced on routes 234 & 29, or 28 to get into Fairfax County. Would open up more recreational opportunities as well between the two parks.SULLY

583 20191, Reston, Virginia There is no way to cross the stream that intersects the Cross County Trail. SULLY

708 Fairfax County Pkwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 I ride my bike on the shoulder rather than the bike path because I travel at high speed.  Drivers drift onto the shoulder frequently.  There should be some form of discontinuity in the pavement that alerts drivers when they have left the travel lanes.SULLY

726 Poplar Tree Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 No Sidewalk SULLY

727 Poplar Tree Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 Narrow Road that is a good alternative to Westfields SULLY

730 3886 Waythorn Pl, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 Dangerous crossing due to car traffic speed and limited sight lines. SULLY

744 W Ox Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Please consider a crosswalk here. SULLY

766 13568-13586 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033Upon last attempt, pathway crossing over drainpipe was severely buckled and damaged and I had to dismount and jump with my bike to get over it. May be worth a maintenance check.  As this is one of the few pathways adjacent Route 50, this would cut off a lot of people if this became uncrossable.SULLY

767 Stringfellow Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 This stretch of Stringfellow Road should be a good candidate for a bike lane. Stringfellow provides a very straight connection between Fairfax Co. Pkwy and Rt. 50. It would provide a link to the well established trail on Ffx Co Pkwy and the Bike lane to Stringfellow Rd South. The largest impediment to biking here is the lack of shoulder immediately off Ffx Co. Pkwy. If Stringfellow was built up with just a bit more room, this would be a very pleasant and servicable throughway for a biker.SULLY

832 20171, Herndon, Virginia There is a path here, but it is quite narrow, which makes it difficult to pass people comfortably when biking, especially after it rains when there are large mud puddles on the sides of the trail. This goes not only for the specified section but for along the whole gas line. The ultimate solution to this problem would be to widen the trail to give pedestrians more space.SULLY

833 12900-12998 Percheron Ln, Herndon, Virginia, 20171It would be very useful to have a trail that continues from here to Ashvale Drive along the gas line, as there is no easy way around the tall weeds that cover the hillside in the summertime. A paved path here would be greatly appreciated.SULLY

838 Fairfax County Pkwy, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 The Fairfax County trail & trail on other side of road do not connect, meaning one must take a 1 mile detour SULLY

839 2945 Mother Well Ct, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Trail could easily connect through wide gap in yards to the road. SULLY

840 3000-3016 Ashburton Manor Dr, Herndon, Virginia, 20171Path ends here. Needs to continue and connect to the existing path farther down West Ox Road SULLY

841 3002-3002 W Ox Rd, Herndon, Virginia, 20171 Add bus stops and shelters along West Ox to allow residents walking access to transit options! SULLY

844 Giant Food The Franklin Farm shopping center is surrounded by residental neighborhoods, yet people seem to rarely bike/walk here. The lack of a single bike rack certianly does not help. SULLY

846 12416 Washington Brice Rd, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033 There is an old asphalt trail from the end of Washington Brice Rd that stops just short of West Ox Road. Several trees are blocking access to the bike trail on West Ox. SULLY

975 Giant Pharmacy Crossing Braddock Rd. Access to trails and local supermarkets and shops. SULLY

976 Stringfellow Rd, Chantilly, Virginia, 20151 Stringfellow Road should have bike lanes in place of the shoulder lanes.  I've submitted this to VDOT and they indicated they'd look at it when they restriped the road.  Decrease the width of the two travel lanes between 50 and Fair Lakes Boulevard and make the "shoulder" lanes bike lanes (they are supposedly not wide enough for VDOT's standards).SULLY

1082 11809-11815 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1083 11823-11907 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1084 12004-12034 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1085 11823-11907 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1087 12001-12015 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY
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1088 12029-12107 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1089 11737-11757 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1090 11700-11710 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1091 11700-11710 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1092 11700-11710 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1093 11762-11800 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1094 11717-11735 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Vale Road has pieces that are paved but it is a key route to connect East West. If we could share the easement with Dominion Energy this would give all the ability to walk to West Ox and connect to West OX leading to better north/South Routes. I see many people trying to walk dogs or walk to other streets on Vale and because of lack of safe shared pathways, it is very dangerous. Also bikers on vale road make it dangerous for cars and it is dangersous for the biker. This would connect the communiSULLY

1098 11528-11560 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1101 11906-11936 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1102 11938-12014 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1104 11819-11921 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1106 11812-11904 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1110 11414-11448 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1114 11334-11384 Waples Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124Waples Mill Road is a highly residential area with a school that does not have a connected safe pathway for riders, walkers, etc. It would enhance safety and community transit to add, connect, and update the pathways on this road.It would also connect ot West Ox to allow riders, walkers, etc to connect to other pathsSULLY

1130 12029-12107 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1131 12036-12038 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1132 12029-12107 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1133 11509-11603 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1134 11509-11603 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1135 11406-11498 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1136 11407-11507 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1137 11407-11507 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1138 11401-11405 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1139 11327-11377 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1140 11327-11377 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1141 11332-11348 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1142 11311-11313 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1143 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1144 2829 Young Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1145 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1146 11085-11099 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1147 11034-11054 Vale Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1148 Stuart Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1149 Stuart Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1150 Stuart Mill Rd, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Adding a path on Vale Road would enable a safe east/west access way for connect a highly residential Oakton area. I see many people trying to walk, walk dogs, or ride bikes on Vale and is unsafe. Maybe sharing the Dominion Energy Easement could be an option to connect the community and increase shared pathways for all walkers, riders, etc.SULLY

1151 3278-3298 History Dr, Oakton, Virginia, 22124 Need a Cross walk for kids cross over history to Waples Mill. Not safe SULLY

1153 12628-12698 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033Route 50 Generally shoudl have shared used pathways - I think there are some but all of 50 shoudl be connected and enabled for walkers and riders. A bike lane would be hugely beneficial for increasing bike transit as well.SULLY

1154 12412-12498 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy, Fairfax, Virginia, 22033Route 50 Generally shoudl have shared used pathways - I think there are some but all of 50 shoudl be connected and enabled for walkers and riders. A bike lane would be hugely beneficial for increasing bike transit as well.SULLY
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